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Three groups of preterm infants were studied at
age.

5

1/2 months of

The groups varied in degree of sustained perinatal insult, and

represented healthy preterms (moderate-risk), preterms who sustained
substantial illness (high-risk), and age-matched healthy control
infants (low-risk).

The study had three major components:

cardiac reactivity, measured during active sleep in

paradigm at the newborn and

5

a

first,

habituation

1/2-month periods, was compared; second,

the infants' mental status, temperament, and characteristics of the

caregiving environment at

5

1/2 months were observed; and third, the

degree to which newborn behavior and medical status was predictive of
5

1/2-month mental status was explored.
In

contrast to marked differences in the three groups' responses

in the newborn period, moderate- and high-risk preterms had largely

caught up to low-risk controls in latency and magnitude of cardiac

responses to the habituation stimulus at

5

1/2 months.

However, only

low-risk control infants showed habituation of their responses with
repeated stimulus presentations.
vi

This and other data suggested that

in spite of improvement, moderate- and
high-risk infants continued to

have difficulty with modulation of arousal at
the later study period.

Moderate- and high-risk infants demonstrated developmental
delay

relative to low-risk infants; however, measures of temperament
and
state failed to indicate that the more compromised infants
were more

cranky than low-risk babies.

Mothers of high-risk infants spent more

time caregiving and holding their babies than did mothers of the

other groups.

Mothers of the low-risk infants, in contrast to the

other mothers, allowed their babies more floor freedom and were more

likely to leave their infants alone with other people.
Predicting outcome from newborn medical and behavioral variables
indicated that newborn behavior did not make

contribution to prediction of

5

a

significant

1/2-month mental status beyond

knowledge of medical status; however, newborn behavior was highly
correlated with medical condition.
The group differences identified at

5

1/2 months were subtle

compared to differences noted in the newborn period.

Mothers of the

more compromised infants appeared to "over-compensate" for their
babies' vulnerabilities, with their infants showing considerable

improvement.

vii
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Overview of the Problem

The infant born before term is at risk for

a

number of

developmental disabilities, ranging from subtle neurological
dysfunction, as in perceptual integration problems, to grosser

deficits such as cerebral palsy or mental retardation.
Parkhurst (1951) proposed the concept of

a

Lilienfeld and

continuum of reproductive

wastage to account for the variety of pregnancy outcomes:

from

extreme outcomes such as abortion or perinatal death to less severe

disruptions such as cerebral palsy or mental retardation to more
subtle problems such as learning disabilities.
(1975) extended the notion of

a

Sameroff and Chandler

continuum to include the caretaking

environment, reasoning that the caregiver can either extend and continue the effects of perinatal trauma or reverse its effects.

Detection of gross deficits in early infancy is relatively easy;

detection of more subtle difficulties is more difficult.
study of infant behavior in

a

Careful

variety of situations should facilitate

early detection of deficits and help in determining what are the most
crucial aspects of functioning to evaluate in the diagnostic process.

Promising developments in our understanding of infant behavior that
have occurred in the past decade include

newborn behavioral exams,

2)

1)

the development of

application of habituation/sensitization

1

2

theory developed in animal laboratories to the study
of high-risk
infants, and 3) better understanding and emphasis
upon state as the

context in which discrete behaviors occur.
A second

issue that we know to be important but do not

understand well is the extent to which the environment can
influence
the infant's characteristics.

We know for example, that infants

sustaining perinatal insult do better when raised in middle class

homes than when raised
Bierman, and French,

in

poverty settings (Drillien,

1971).

1964; Werner,

Good nutrition and consistency of the

environment are two factors implicated in the superior outcome.
Beyond these general characteristics, we know relatively little about
the actual mechanisms that allow for recovery, and the limits of the

caregiving environment's ability to effect recovery.
The present study is

seen at

5

a

follow-up study of three preterm groups,

1/2 months post term.

The behavior of these infants in the

newborn period has been described elsewhere (Krafchuk, Tronick, and
Clifton,

1983)

f

and will be related to behavior seen at 5 1/2 months.

The infants were observed in their homes, in a variety of situations,

from wakeful attentive states to sleep.

The study sought to describe

outcome in the infants, using measures of cardiac reactivity,

cognitive status, temperament and state, and to describe how their
caregivers worked with them, using

combination of rating scales and

a

naturalistic observation. The period under study represents
when the infant normally moves from

mode of functioning (Piaget, 1952).

a

a

time

biological to psychological
Thus a major focus of the study

3

was how the infants managed demands of
maintaining

a

stable

physiology in the face of stimulation from the
environment.
that stimulation consisted of the typical activity
in

a

Some of

household

with young children; some was provided by the
experimenter. We sought
to determine the extent to which patterns of
reactivity noted in the

newborn period were stable, or when change occurred, in
what direction
it shifted, and what the caregiver's role was
in influencing it.

Previous Characterizations of the Prete rm

The literature on the premature is extensive, but the reports
are not consistent in their descriptions of later outcome or in their

definitions of what constitutes prematurity.

The majority of inves-

tigators in the 50's and 60's defined prematurity by birthweight
(Dann, Levine, and New,

Pasamanick,

1958;

1956; McDonald,

Knobloch, Rider, Harper, and

1964). Later researchers used

gestational age as their criterion (Field, Dempsey, and Shuman, 1979;
Sostek, Quinn, and McDavitt,

1979), while others, such as Lubchenco

and her colleagues, recommended consideration of both these indices

(Lubchenco, Searls, and Brazie,

1972).

The major findings to emerge from the earlier studies of

outcome were as follows:

1)

gestational age is positively related to

outcome, with very young prematures being at greater risk (Drillien,
1964; Lubchenco,

Bourg,

1963;

Horner, Reed, Hix, Metcalf, Cohig, Elliott, and

Lubchenco, Searls, and Brazie,

1972);

2)

health status

in the perinatal

period is important, with healthier preterms
doing

better than those who sustained illness
(Douglas,

I960);

early

3)

birth occurs more frequently in women of low
socioeconomic status and
from minority racial groups (Knobloch, et al.,

Pasamanick,

I960; Niswander and Gordon,

1956; Knobloch and

1972);

and 4) the quality of

the caregiving environment can ameliorate or exacerbate
the negative

outcomes typically associated with prematurity (Sameroff and
Chandler,

1975; Werner, Bierman, and French,

1971).

^

The majority of these investigators evaluated outcome using

standardized IQ tests, particularly the Gesell, Cattell, Stanford
Binet, and Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC)

In this

.

context, it was noted that many of the "preterm" children had

difficulty completing the tests.

Behaviorally

,

the "at risk" child

has been described as acting impulsively (Wiener, Rider, Oppel,
Fischer, and Harper,
(Drillien,

1965), as showing deficits in attention

1964; Kopp and Vaughn,

(Knobloch et al

. ,

1956).

1982) and as being hyperactive

Prematures are also over-represented among

children with learning disabilities (Davies and Stewart, 1975; Rubin,

Rosenblatt, and Balow, 1973) which include perceptual integration
problems, tactile defensiveness, and hyperactivity (Ayres,

1976).

Such characteristics do not necessarily reflect intellectual deficit
per se, but rather reflect differences in processing and in approach
to problem-solving tasks.

The examiner's choice of an assessment

procedure is crucial in detecting such differences.

Exams such as the

WISC-R provide an index of perceptual/performance ability as well as

verbal skills, and have been used profitably
to study the process of

problem solving.

Study of attention and process in problem-solving
has only

recently been applied to high-risk populations.

Kopp and Vaughn

(1982) have suggested that while discontinuity in intelligence

quotients (IQ) is the rule from infancy to later childhood, the
individual's style in attentional process is likely to be
stable characteristic.

more

a

Data from the Infant Studies Project

indicated that measures of sustained attention and distr actabil ity to
the surround during an object exploration task at 8 months made

significant contribution to cognitive outcome at two years.

a

The

authors suggest that quality of attention in the first year is likely
to be related to problems in attention identified in later childhood

(Kopp and Vaughn,

1982).

Similarly, in studies of visual recognition

memory in 6- and 12^onth old preterms. Rose

(1

983) has noted that

preterm infants required more familiarization time to obtain an
internal representation of the display than did fullterm infants.

Questions that are not answered by these data are the extent to which
patterns of information-processing in the newborn period are

consistent with behavior in later infancy.
The preterm child is considered to be at psychosocial risk as
well.

Infants with perinatal difficulties are over-represented

among reported child abuse cases (Elmer and Gregg,

1967).

Prolonged

hospitalization and separation from the mother can make it difficult

6

to develop

a

satisfactory relationship in the mother-infant
dyad

(DiVitto and Goldberg,

1979; Klaus and Kennel,

1976), the long-range

consequences of which are not entirely clear (Lamb,
1982).
Data from the earlier reports are unfortunately
of limited value
to the practitioner trying to evaluate
long-range prognosis for an

infant born in

a

modern neonatal intensive care unit (NICU):

are surviving who did not in the past as

obstetric and neonatal medicine.

a

infants

result of improvements in

For example, there have been

general improvements in back-up pharmacology and monitoring equipment.

Two recent medical advances that were not available even five

years ago are the use of intermittent positive airway pressure,

a

respirator that breathes for the infant only when he/she fails to
initiate

a

breath, and the use of hyperalimentation formula,

a

high

calorie, high protein formula for infants who do not gain weight.
Thus the dilemma for the practioner is that the neonates he/she is

currently treating and for whom he/she is attempting to assess longrange prognosis are different from the infants whose outcome has been
followed for

a

number of years and documented in the literature.

Predicting outcome for an individual infant is always an
uncertain venture, particularly when our knowledge is based upon

descriptions of group data.

The accuracy of such predictions should

be increased by the identification of subgroups of prematures who

share

a

set of perinatal difficulties and thus are likely to share

similar vulnerabilities in development.

An

important goal for the

early child care specialist should be to document developmental

7

outcome

in the

major areas of functioning for the various
subgroups

of prematures.
The present study was conceived with such

a goal

in mind.

The

purpose of the study was to characterize behavioral
competence of

subgroups of healthy and ill prematures of 30-35 week
gestational age
and compare it to their behavior at 5 1/2 months of age.
Other

investigators have adopted

a

similar strategy, and recent publica-

tions describing longitudinal outcome for specific subgroups of

prematures will now be summarized in some detail.

The theoretical

orientation and the hypotheses of the study will be presented

in

a

later section of this chapter.

Recent Characterizations of Preterm Groups

In

recent years some carefully executed studies have presented

more informed look at the behavioral outcome of various subgroups of
prematures.

Caputo, Goldstein, and Taub (1979) evaluated

a

group of

healthy "preterm" children from Staten Island of middle-class
backgrounds, the group typically thought to be least at risk.
and her colleagues (Field, Dempsey, and Shuman,

Field

1979) reported on

behavioral outcome of two groups of preterms, from the Springfield,

Massachusetts area, who experienced respiratory distress syndrome
(RDS) postnatally.

Davitt,

Sostek and her colleagues (Sostek, Quinn, and

1979) described short-term outcome for healthy and ill

prematures, with and without central nervous system (CNS) involve-

a

ment. from the Washington.

D. C.

area.

These studies represent the

major recent contributions to our knowledge
of outcomes associated
with particular subgroups of prematures.

Caputo et al. explored the notion inspired by
earlier thinking
(Drillien,

1964; Sameroff and Chandler,

1975) that healthy prematures

of middle-class background should fail to show lasting
deficits.

One

hundred thirty-seven preterm and 96 fullterm infants
were seen as

newborns and at 12 months.

The preterms were selected by

birthweight, with infants between 1400 and 2500 grams (average
gestational age was 35 weeks) included in the preterm group.

The

fullterm infants weighed more than 2500 grams (average gestational
age was 38 weeks).

Thirty-eight of the children who had been preterm

and 26 control children were evaluated when they were between 7 and

9.5 years of age.

As newborns the infants were given a physical and

neurological exam, and records were made of obstetric history,

delivery, and other complications.

At

12 months infants were given

the Cattell Infant Intelligence Scales, and their sensorimotor

competence was assessed with the Gesell Motor Scales.

Subjects

available for later follow-up as school-aged children were given

a

full WISC-R and the Visual Motor Gestalt Test.

Results indicated that prematurity, delivery, and other
perinatal complications all made significant independent

contributions to the Cattell developmental quotient (DQ) at one year.
Socioeconomic status (SES), within the middle-class range selected
for in their sample, did not show any relation to 12 months outcome,

9

although ethnicity (race, religion, and type of
medical care) was
related, with Catholics and whites doing better
than the other
groups.

The preterms and fullterms did not differ in
their sensori-

motor competence at 12 months; all infants appeared
normal in their

overt behavior.
The children available for follow-up at ages

7

to 9.5 years were

tested using the revised Wexler Intelligence Scale for Children

(WISC-R).

The WISC-R revealed differences between subjects who had

been fullterm and preterm infants on the Performance subscore but not
on the Verbal half of the exam.

Analysis of the individual scales

indicated that the "preterm" children did more poorly on Block
Design, Object Assembly, and Picture Completion.

On the verbal

scales, groups differed only on Arithmetic, with the preterm group

doing more poorly.
The performance items on which the preterm groups scores

suffered are thought to measure perceptual organizational ability
(Caputo et al.,

1979; Kaufman,

1979). These tasks require a flexible

problem-solving strategy in approaching

a

novel task.

Block Design

and Object Assembly require spatial orientation and sequencing

ability.

Picture Completion requires attention to detail.

Poor

performance on Arithmetic sometimes indicates language processing
difficulties.

In

short, Caputo et al

.

present

a

picture of

a

learn-

ing disabled population.

Additionally, all of the scale items, including arithmetic.

10

required working under time pressure.

One wonders to what extent the

preterm children had difficulty managing
anxiety when under pressure
and if this could account for the group
differences.

An

independent

test of this possibility was offered by the
Visual Motor Gestalt
test, which is not timed, but does demand
figure/ground distinctions
and integration of perceptual information.

As the preterm children

made more errors on this test than the control children,
it would
appear that they may have, in fact, some sort of difficulty
in

handling perceptual information, that was independent of anxiety

possibly inspired from working under time pressure.

No information

was provided concerning types of errors made; thus it cannot be

determined if their errors were in the processing of information or
in the reproduction of material.

The Caputo et al

.

study makes

a

valuable addition to our

understanding of the effects of prematurity per se.
investigators were careful to select

of

a

moderately low birthweight.

a

The

group of healthy prematures

Additionally,, their control

comparison group was matched to the preterm sample on

important demographic and socioeconomic variables.

a

number of

As all the

children came from intact, middle-class homes, outcomes were not

confounded by the extreme negative effects of poverty.
It

should be noted that the scores of both groups on the WISC-R

were within the normal range (compared to WISC-R norms).
highlights the importance of selecting

a

This result

control group from the same

region and time period and socioeconomic status; norms from tests

11

developed 20 to 40 years ago may have been
standardized on
not similar to

include

a

present day sample.

a

control sample from

a

group

Researchers who failed to

similar environment and then con-

a

cluded that the preterm children were normal because
their scores
fell within the normal range could not rule out that
the preterm

children were deficient relative to their peers (eg.,
Bell, Taylor,
and Dockrell,

1965; Knehr and Sobol

Additionally, Caputo et al

.

,

1949; McDonald,

1964).

found no differences in personal-

social behavior or in school performance.

Thus, the groups

ostensibly looked the same; it is only with some careful digging at
the various components of intelligence and with attention to process

involved in intellectual functioning that subtle deficiencies become
apparent.

Such differences would not be apparent if only

a

single

general index of IQ were used.
Field, Dempsey, and Shuman (1979) examined outcome through

infancy up to age four in two groups of prematures who suffered from
RDS.

Study

tional age

1

=

compared the behavior of

RDS survivors (mean gesta-

32 weeks) with 21 fullterm healthy infants (mean

gestational age
(1972-73).

21

=

39 weeks) born at the same hospital and time period

The investigators did not describe demographic

characteristics of the study groups except to say that they were
generally middle class and high school educated.

The control sample

was matched to the experimental group only on conceptional age at
time of testing.

Infants were evaluated at

1,

2,

and

4

years, using

12

the Bayley at the first two study
periods and the Stanford-Binet,

Vineland, and

a

Behavior Problems Checklist at four years.

Results

of the Bayley testing indicated that the RDS
group had significantly
lower DQs at
At

1

and 2 years, on both mental and psychomotor
indices.

age 4, the groups did not differ on either the
Stanford-Binet or

Vineland exams; however, RDS survivors had more behavior
problems and

exhibited

a

greater number of minimal brain dysfunction symptoms.

Additionally, five out of the

21

RDS children demonstrated hearing

deficits and language production delays (these were not defined further).

The authors concluded that one needs

a

more sensitive measure

than IQ to perceive the deficits in middle-class RDS subjects.
The Field et al

.

study is valuable in that it describes the

developmental consequences of

a

common syndrome of preterm infants.

Nonetheless, there are some problems in the study.

For example,

characteristics of the subjects are not carefully defined.

The RDS

group was hospitalized, on the average, for 37 days, yet the standard

deviation of length of hospital stay was 35.6.

Therefore, it would

appear that although all preterm infants are described as having Type
I

idiopathic RDS, the group was quite heterogeneous with respect to

duration of the illness, and may also have differed with respect to
accompanying medical problems.
provided to clarify this Issue.
a

No other perinatal

information is

Additionally, the Stanford-Binet is

less than optimal choice for an TQ assessment, as it yields

single IQ quotient and does not allow for

areas of performance.

a

a

systematic examination of

The Vineland, which is based upon parental

13

report, does not have good behavioral markers
for the behaviors

sampled and tends to yield inflated scores
(Anastasi,

Behavior Problems Checklist is not well described.

1976).

The

Thus the

conclusion that RDS children had greater evidence of minimal
brain

dysfunction (MBD) is ambiguous; did the examiner actually
see the
behaviors described, or was mother used as an informant?

Before

accepting this result, one would like to have some assurance
that

a

competent observer, using systematic behavioral markers, was
making
such distinctions.
Field et al

further compare the outcomes of

.

a

second group of

RDS survivors, born at a later time (1975) at the same hospital, to
the previous RDS sample.

years also exhibited

a

The second group which was seen at

1

and 2

greater number of behavioral problems and MBD

symptoms, and had lower Vineland quotients than the control infants
did.

Additionally, these RDS subjects showed improvement in their

performance from

1

to 2 years.

Item analysis of the Bayley suggested

that the preterms had the most difficulty with fine motor items,

although they demonstrated object permanence and cognitive skills

comparable to those of the controls.
performed better on the
born earlier,

a

1

The RDS group born in

1975

and 2 year Bayley than did the RDS group

finding which may indicate that the treatment proce-

dures for the recovering RDS victim had improved, leading to better

developmental outcomes.

Follow-up data past age two were not

available for the subjects in the second study group.

The finding

14

that the RDS subjects showed later difficulties
with fine motor
skills is intriguing and deserves further
investigation.
Taken together, the Caputo et al

.

and Field et al. studies

suggest that the preterm child (with normal hearing)
does not

necessarily show deficits in learning cultural conventions
or
language when raised in

a

middle-class environment, but such infants

may have difficulty with perceptual/motor tasks.

Recent reports by

Nelson and Sostek and their colleagues have indicated that infants

surviving intra-ventr icular bleeding showed deficits in motor
functioning, but not in mental ability or language skills as measured
by the Bayley mental and psychomotor scales (Nelson, Bozynski,

O'Donnell, Genaze, Rosati-Skerfich, Ramsey, Chilote and Meier,

Sostek, Smith, Davitt, McCullough, Grant and Sivasubramanian
None of the studies summarized thus far have offered

,

1983;

1983).

a

description of the preterm's behavior during the newborn period.

In

most of the longitudinal studies of the preterm, the infant's medical

condition at birth is considered, but adaptive behavioral functioning
is not evaluated.

One exception is the study by Sostek, Quinn, and

Davitt (1979), in which they evaluated various preterm subgroups'

performance on the Brazelton Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scales
(NBAS), and followed the infants up to

9

months of age.

The groups

studied were prematures (less that 37 weeks gestation) and fullterm
infants.

Within each of these groups further subgroups were defined

as follows:

healthy (i.e., not more than transient problems), ill

without CNS involvement, and ill with CNS involvement.

CNS problems
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included seizures, meningitis, intracranial
hemorrhage, hydrocephaly,
and spina bifuda.

As part

the infants were seen by

months of age.

a

of

a

high-risk infant follow-up program,

multidisciplinary team at

3,

6,

and 9

The team evaluated the infants' developmental
level

(using the Bayley) and neurological integrity (using

a

neurological

exam that emphasized muscle tone and reflexes).
The Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale (NBAS) was
performed on
102 high-risk newborns (preterm and fullterm)

newborns.

and 36 normal fullterm

The NBAS was summarized into the four a priori cluster

scores developed by Adamson (Als, 1978).

Group comparisons indicated

that the social interactive cluster failed to distinguish preterms
from fullterms, or ill from healthy newborns.

Motoric processes were

poorer in the preterm infants, and differed according to medical
condition.

State modulation was poorer in the preterms, with the

group showing flat, depressed responding; in contrast, fullterm
infants with poor state control were labile and reactive.

There was

an interaction between gestational age and diagnostic group which

affected the physiological response to stress cluster.

Preterms

tended to show greater physiological upset than the normal fullterms,
but not more than the ill fullterms, many of whom had cardiac

involvement.
The findings that the preterm groups performed poorly in motoric

processes and appeared flat in their state regulation are consistent
with

a

report by Sameroff and his colleagues, who found that motor
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maturity (measured by the NBAS single scale
item) and predominant
state in the NBAS were positively related to
Bayley mental

performance at

months (Sameroff, Krafchuk, and Bakow,
1978).

U

It

is

remarkable that the orientation cluster during the
newborn period did
not distinguish the risk groups.

The significance of alertness in

the neonatal period for later behavioral competence is
not clear

(Sameroff et al

. ,

1978), although it certainly has impact upon the

mother-infant relationship (Brazelton, 1962; Brazelton, 1973).
Follow-up data up to

Washington sample.

9

months were available for 48^ of the

Healthy preterms scored within normal ranges on

the Bayley mental and psychomotor exams.

Ill preterms and preterms

with CNS involvement performed significantly more poorly than the

other risk groups.

The scores of fullterm ill and CNS involved

infants were similar to scores of healthy preterms on the Bayley

mental scale; however, the fullterm CNS-involved infants scored
lower on the psychomotor scale than did healthy preterms.

There were

no differences in scores between the fullterm diagnostic groups, and

both groups scored within normal ranges on the mental and psychomotor
scales.

The normative control sample had not yet been seen in follow

up, so that it is possible that the healthy preterms and fullterm

groups might show

a

deficit relative to this group.

The Sostek et al

.

study represents an important step in the

identification of behavioral disorders associated with prematurity
and other perinatal trauma.

Even with the categorizations Sostek et

al. defined, the preterm groups included a wide range of gestational

ages.

Major differences in medical condition
existed

in the preterm

and fullterm ill groups;
the ill preterms were largely RDS cases,

while the ill fullterms were

a

heterogeneous group including cardiac

defects, aspiration pneumonia, etc.

It

would seem more appropriate

to categorize risk groups around the affected
organ system (cardiac
vs. respiratory vs.

immune, for example) because the constellation of

secondary problems that develop are likely to be similar
within each
organ group.

Two examples of sec9ndary problems are

1)

limits the

disease contition places on social interaction and 2) amount and type
of intrusive medical procedures.

The small number of cases in each

category is the major reason why such

breakdown is not made, but as

a

data bases from such centers increase, there can be increased

specificity in describing behavioral outcomes associated with
particular perinatal conditions.
The present study was designed to compare the impact of

prematurity per se versus prematurity that is accompanied by illness
on early behavioral development.

While not offering the same breadth

in age groups as the studies described above, the present project

offers

a

more detailed look at the preterm infant's coping styles

during the neonatal period and at

5

1/2 months concept ional age.

description of the current project and

a

rationale for this choice

age groups are presented in the following section.

A
.of

Description and Rationale of the Current
Project
This study presents

preterm groups:

a

descriptive analysis of three distinct

two groups were born 5-10 weeks before
term, while

third group consisted of healthy age-matched
controls.

a

The first

group, considered to be at high-risk (HR) for
developmental

difficulties, required major medical intervention
to remain viable.
Babies who were intubated at birth or who required
assistance from

respirator fell into this category.

a

The second group, considered to

be at moderate-risk (MR), consisted of healthy preterms
who

experienced only transitory difficulties adjusting to extrauterine
life.

Some of these infants required oxygen assistance via an

oxyhood, or they experienced metabolic disorders, but their

difficulties were typically resolved within 48 hours of birth.
behavior of these two groups was compared to

a

group of healthy (low-

risk, LR) infants born at 36-38 weeks gestation.

this choice of

a

The

The rationale for

control group is not trivial and requires some

explanation.
Most studies of the preterm newborn have compared their

behavior to that of fullterm infants (Field, Hallock, Ting, and
Clifton,

1979;

Bridger,

1976; Sostek et al,

Parmelee, Kopp, and Sigman,
1979).

1976;

Rose, Schmidt, and

Such comparison is inap-

propriate, as the preterm subjects are usually 2-4 weeks younger in

conceptional age[1] than the fullterm controls, and this could affect
group differences in unknown ways.

One appropriate comparison would
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be preterms tested at 40 weeks
conceptional age versus fullterm

neonates.

While this strategy has been used

Parmelee, Kopp, and Llttman,

in

the past (Howard,

1976), it is usually inconvenient as the

preterms likely to be available for study are
frequently discharged

usually before they have reached MO weeks conceptional
age[2].

The

second alternative, used in the current project, is to
recruit

healthy infants born at 36-38 weeks gestation for
comparison group.

a

control

The latter can be found in normal newborn

nurseries, and Judging from medical practice, such infants
do not

differ in obvious ways from 40-week old infants.

The problem with

this approach is that we cannot be sure that the 36-38 week-old

infant is in fact the same as

MO-week old newborn, making gener-

a

alizations to the fullterm somewhat problematic.
The infants'
in the

functioning in

newborn period (Study

I)

a

wide range of areas was examined

prior to discharge from the hospital

and at 5 1/2 months conceptional age during home visits (Study II).
In

the newborn period assessments included examination of

1)

habituation of behavioral and cardiac responses to repeated

presentations of

a

exam (Brazelton,

1973).

rattle stimulus, and 2) performance on the NBAS
Reports of the habituation component has

been made elsewhere (Krafchuk,

1981; Krafchuk, Shea, and Tronick,

1981; Krafchuk, Tronick, and Clifton,

Clifton,

1980;

Krafchuk, Tronick and

1983) and results will be reviewed but will not be the major

focus of this report.
The 5 1/2-month study was conceived of in three parts.

The
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first consisted of

a

follow-up study of reaction tendencies
noted in

the newborn period, in which the consistency
and change of earlier

identified patterns of cardiac responding during
the habituation

paradigm were examined.

The second part was a descriptive,

exploratory study of the preterm infant in his/her
home environment.
This component included measures of infant
development, assessed with
the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, and measure
of infant

temperament, assessed with the Carey Infant Temperament
Questionaire
and examiner ratings of infant mood and reactivity.

These measures

were complimented by naturalistic observations of the infant and
caregiver(s) and by examiner rating of qualitative differences in

mothers' interactions with their infants.

The second part thus

presented a description of mother-infant transactions, asking to what

extent did perinatal characteristics influence later infant behavior
and did mothers of the more at-risk infants repond to or treat their

babies differently than did mothers with low-risk babies.
The third part asked, does knowledge of newborn behavior add

significantly to our ability to predict outcome at

5

1/2 months?

An

important issue in caring for the infant at-risk concerns the use of

behavioral exams in the newborn period.

Most programs providing

evaluation and services to at-risk infants and their families do not
include

a

newborn behavioral assessment.

Rather, delivery of

services is typically determined by psychosocial need of the family
and medical events in the perinatal period.

Yet there is

a

wide
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range of outcomes associated with infants
sustaining similar type and
degree of perinatal mishap. Behavioral
adaptability in the newborn
period should help in determining what
actual damage has been sustained by the infant.

behavior in predicting

Therefore the relative efficacy of newborn
5

1/2-month outcome beyond knowledge of

medical status alone was evaluated.

Behavior was measured by

performance on the Brazelton exam and reaction tendencies
in the
habituation procedure.
Prior to outlining hypotheses of the

5

1/2-month study, the

major findings concerning reactivity in the newborn period
will be
reviewed, along with different theoretical perspectives that
provide
some explanation for the identified differences in reactivity and

that inform our expectations for behavior in follow up.

Reaction tendencies in the newborn period
To summarize briefly, results of the newborn assessment

indicated that none of the preterm groups showed habituation measured
by cardiac or by behavioral responses to the rattle series.

Striking

group differences were apparent, however, in the form of the infants'

cardiac responses.

High-risk infants failed to show reliable cardiac

responses to low (75 dB) or moderate (85 dB) intensities of the

rattle sound.

Responding of MR infants was delayed relative to the

LR group, but was reliable with repeated

presentations; in addition,

compared to the LR group, the MR's response to the 85 dB series took
longer to recover.

Low-risk infants showed reliable cardiac
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accelerations to stimuli from the first trial.
High-risk infants did show reliable cardiac
accelerations to
stronger stimulus.

a

The dishabituation stimulus in the
newborn

habituation study consisted of raising the head of the
infant's

bassinette 2-3 inches and releasing it.
most HR infants did respond.

With such

a

manipulation,

Once responding was initiated, however,

these infants had difficulty inhibiting their cardiac
accelerations,

with two thirds of the HR group showing either
hyper-responsivity or

perseveration to the crib manipulation.
of prolonged cardiac acceleration.

Hyperresponsivity consisted

Perseveration consisted of

repetition of the acceleratory response in the absence of further
stimulation.

Fifty percent of the MR infants showed such

while only seven percent of LR infants demonstrated such
Thus the most compromised group of infants showed

a

a
a

pattern,
trend.

pattern of

hyporesponsiveness to low or moderate levels of stimulation combined
with difficulty in inhibiting responding to stronger stimuli.

Tn

an

extensive report of these and other behavioral data, we suggested
that preterm infants tend to have

responding
a

,

a

paradoxical pattern of

consisting of an elevated sensory threshold combined with

decreased defensive barrier

The high sensory threshold leaves the

.

infants relatively immune to external intrusions; such

a

mechanism

presumably allows for vital autonomic functions such as sleep and
digestion to proceed.

This formulation follows from Freud's notion

of the protective barrier in perceptual consciousness (Freud,
The defensive barrier is

a

1920).

concept borrowed from Sokolov (1963).
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In his study of the orienting response

presentations of

a

(OR) Sokolov noted that a few

strong stimulus or very many presentations
of

weaker stimulus eventually produced

a

a

defensive response, even when

the weaker stimulus initially elicited
an OR.

The OR, which enhanced

receptivity to the stimulus, was characterized
by cardiac deceleration and vaso-dilation.

In

contrast, the defensive response

represented an effort to tune-out the stimulus, and was
characterized
by cardiac acceleration and vaso-constriction (Lacey,
Kagan, Lacey,

and Moss,

1963; Sokolov,

Sokolov

1963).

description, based upon repeated observations of

's

adults and animals, does not apply directly to our observations
of
the newborn, particularly since almost any type of cardiac response

elicited in the normal newborn is defensive in quality (Clifton,
1978; Sameroff,

Strictly speaking, the response we called

1971).

a

defensive reaction (state change, reddening, perseveration of cardiac
responding) might be characterized as autonomic disequilibrium which
is evident when efforts to dampen responding (protective barrier)

have failed.

Although our characterization of the defensive barrier

does not match Sokolov'

s

description exactly, the characterization of

the compromised preterm infant as evidencing paradoxical responding
is useful;

beyond hyporesponsivity there are no optimal responses,

only autonomic upset that is modulated, at best, with difficulty.
Lack of modulation is further evidenced by the failure of these

infants to habituate in their responding over time.

The question left unanswered by
these data is the extent to

which such differences reflect an enduring
style of interaction with
sensory events or are only reflective of
altered as

a

transitory

a

pattern, to be

function of maturation, recovery, and repeated
ex-

perience in adapting to stimulus events.

This question instigated

our interest in reaction tendencies of these infants
at

5

1/2 months.

To examine change in these response patterns
over time, the

habituation paradigm was repeated in

a

follow-up study at the later

age.

Defining reactivity
In

studying reaction tendencies, we are interested, in the

larger sense, in the individual's expressive tendencies and

subjective experience in encountering stimulus events in the
surround.

In

particular, we wish to capture individual differences

in how much stimulation is considered optimal

and

how one adapts

his/her behavior to suit his/her sensory experience.

Study

I

demonstrated that such tendencies are influenced by perinatal trauma;
this and other studies suggest that extremes in reactivity may

reflect subtle brain damage (Rutter,

1981).

Additionally, there are individual differences in reactivity
that exist within

temperament.

a

normal range, reflecting one aspect of

Pavlov's work (1955) was

area of investigation.

a

pioneering effort in this

Thomas, Chess, and Birch (1968) have extended

this type of thinking to infancy and early childhood.

Their concept
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of temperament includes behavioral aspects
of reactivity, but is more

general than what is conceived of here.

Like Pavlov, Thomas, Chess

and Birch thought that temperament reflected
genetic inheritance

interacting with environmental forces.
More recently, Sales and his colleagues (Sales,
Guydosh, and
lacono,

1974) have identified what are apparently enduring
individual

differences in reaction tendencies, reflected

in

and preference for certain levels of stimulation.

auditory threshold
Following Pavlov,

they have suggested that such differences are the result of relative
strength of the CNS to inhibit or reduce stimulus input.
In

the current project three aspects of reactivity were

examined.
digm.

These were readily available from the habituation para-

The components were readiness to respond (as in sensory

threshold and latency to peak response), magnitude of response (as in

magnitude of peak cardiac acceleration), and response inhibition

.

In

regard to the latter, we were interested in the ease with which the

nervous system is able to damp down once responding is initiated;
response duration to

a

given stimulus presentation is an appropriate

index of this component.

Additionally, the ability to habituate over

successive presentations is
It

a

second aspect of response inhibition.

is not clear at this point what relation cardiac reactivity

has to behavior in other areas in this age group.

Garcia-Coll

(1982), in an investigation of inhibited versus uninhibited 21-

month-old infants, found some promising group differences in cardiac
reactivity.

For example, the heart rate of behaviorally inhibited
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infants tended to be less variable with
stimulation, and this

tendency persisted 10 months later.

Choice of age periods
The period under study spans the time when
the infant moves from
a

biologically-dominated existence to

one.

a

psychologically-dominated

A series of changes in sensory-perceptual

functioning, state

organization, and social behavior herald the shift.

Once the

transition has occurred, the infant's inhibitory centers
have
developed, and voluntary control is evident for perhaps the
first
time.
On the sensory/perceptual

level there is approximately a 20 dB

drop in auditory threshold from birth to

4

months; this means that

perceived loudness levels associated with different intensities has
increased tremendously for the infant.

Visual acuity also improves

radically, with the most rapid improvement occurring in the first

months and the attainment of adult acuity levels by
(Berg and Berg,
In

or 5 months

1979).

state organization there is

some time between
Robinson,

4

2

2 and 5

1976; Tennes,

a

shift in kind of sleep onset

months (Berg and Berg,

Emde, and Metcalf,

1972).

1979;

Emde and

The newborn, when

entering sleep, shifts directly from wakeful or drowsy states into

active (REM) sleep.

In

contrast, adults typically move first into

quiet non-REM states, with REM periods appearing later in their sleep
state cycling.

The shift to the mature sleep-onset pattern is des-
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cribed as showing wide individual
variability, but it has generally

been accomplished by 22 weeks.

It

is thought that non-REM sleep is

mediated by forebrain and brainstem centers;
thus the shift is one
index of level of cortical maturation (Berg
and Berg,

Robinson,

1979;

Emde and

1976).

The infant's increased volitional control and
active

participation in the world at four to five months of age
is readily
apparent when observed in
described this period as

a

a

social setting.

Sander (1962) has

time when the infant moves from reciprocal

exchanges with the mother to actively initiating such exchanges.

Micro-analysis of face-to-face interactions between mothers and their
infants have indicated that by
a

6

months the infant is determining to

much greater extent how the mother-infant dyad will get involved

in

play dialogues, whereas at earlier ages this was largely directed by
the mother (Ricks, Krafchuk, and Tronick, 1979).

described this shift as

a

Piaget has

move from an autocentric existence to an

allocentric orientation (Piaget, 1981).

Remembering that preterms show difficulty in maintaining

homeostasis in the face of environmental intrusions, we can anticipate that given the normal developmental shift that occurs by

5

1/2

months, their pattern of exaggerated arousal should be inhibited, and
we would expect to see a lessening of the extreme reaction tendencies

of the preterm.

If such a transformation does not occur,

it may be

that the behavior patterns observed in the neonatal period do in fact
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reflect stable individual differences
in reactivity.

more exact

A

statement of the hypotheses concerning
reactivity is presented below.
Statement of Hypotheses

Following Freud's thinking about the
protective barrier, as
extended by Emde and his colleagues (Emde,
and Robinson,
Tennes. Emde, Kisley, and Metcalf,

1976;

1972), we will assume that the

pattern of hypo-responsivity to moderate stimulus
levels Is an effort
to protect the infants from a diffuse disruption of
state.

Thus with

recovery and maturation we would expect the following
to occur:
1.

The pattern of hypo-responsivity to moderate stimulus
levels

should be replaced by normative responding (defined by Krafchuk
et
al.,

1983).

This transition should happen given "good enough

mothering" and the absence of serious disease after the neonatal
period
2.

The pattern of hyperresponsivity and perseveration to

stronger stimuli represents

a

failure of the protective barrier, and

is a reflection of the preterm's vulnerability to the external world.

These Infants will tend to show the slowest recovery from the effects

of prematurity.

Such infants will shift from

a

hyperresponsive

pattern to one of hyporesponding or normative responding.
3.

The infants who maintain a hyperresponsive pattern will have

failed to make an important developmental shift.

Such

would appear in damaged infants (not likely to be

in our

in

a

tendency
sample) or

vulnerable infants who do not receive responsive, contingent
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parenting.
4.

In

Mothers will describe such infants as
"difficult".
cases where the infant's response
tendencies were adaptive

(normative) in the newborn period, they will be
essentially unchanged
by 5 1/2 months.
5.

Where mothers have been successful at managing
their infants,

the infants will be perceived as easy; conversely,
where mother has
not been successful, she will perceive the infant
as difficult.
In regard

to the second descriptive portion of the 5
1/2-month

study we anticipated that HR infants would look less
mature and

competent than LR infants.

This would be apparent in lower

developmental quotients and more frequent assignment into the "difficult" temperament category.

This expectation was inspired by reports

previously cited in the literature and by our own formulations
concerning the difficulty HR infants pose to the caregiver
lishing positive social interactions.

5

estab-

And finally, it was antici-

pated that knowledge of newborn behavior would make

contribution to predicting

in

a

substantial

1/2 -month outcome, one that would go

beyond knowledge of perinatal medical condition.

CHAPTER

II

METHOD

Infants were seen at two ages:
at 5

the newborn period (Study

1/2-months conceptional age (Study II).

I)

and

At each study period

mental status, habituation ability, and general
behavioral competence

were evaluated in the three risk groups.

In

Study II the

characteristics of the caregiving environment were examined
by
measuring specific attributes of the home setting and quality of

mother's interaction with her infant.
to the infants'

Particular attention was given

reaction tendencies at the two age periods, using

cardiac and overt behavior sampled in
A total of 50
I

and II.

a

variety of settings.

infants were recruited over the course of Studies

Four of these infants, in addition to two infants outside

the original sample, served as pilot subjects for the follow-up

study.

The final sample was comprised of 43 infants seen at the two

time periods.

Habituation performance of the newborns has been

summarized elsewhere (Krafchuk,

1981; Krafchuk et al

Study

. ,

1983).

I

Subjects
Infants were recruited from the newborn nurseries at the

Baystate Medical Center in Springfield, Massachusetts.

presents

a

group (LR),

medical description of the three risk groups:
a

moderate-risk group (MR) and
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I

a

Table
a

1

low-risk

high-risk group (HR).
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TABLE

1

MEDICAL DESCRIPTION OF THREE RISK GROUPS

Low-risk
Mean (Range)

Moderate-risk
Mean (Range)

High-risk
Mean (Range)

32. 9

31. 6 (29-34)

Gestational
Age (weeks)

37. 8

Birthweight

3043

1805

1555

2.25

2. 14

2.08

0/0
0/0
21/21

0/0
3/11
11/13

(36-38)

(31-35)

(grams)

Ponderal Index

Apgar (1 min/5 min)
Number of cases
with ratio of
0-3
4-6
7-9

Respiratory
Distress

none

3 -transient

tachypnea
2-oxygen
9 -none

6/0
3/4
6/1

2- severe

6-moderate
3-mild
I- tr ansient

tachypnea
3-oxygen

Metabolic
Di sorder

none

Hyperbillirubinemia
Highest count
Mean days
phototherapy

3 -yes

Maternal Age

23.7

Delivery Route
Vaginal
Cesar ian

21

10

0

4

Gender

19-no
14.0

-yes
10- no

4

1

1-yes

3 -no

20.0

I

I-yes

4 -no

15-yes
0-no
14.4
7

n_M;10-F

24.6

9-M;5-F

25.7

7-M;8-F
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The LR sample consisted of 21 infants
born at 36-38 weeks

gestation.

These infants, while born at the lower
boundary of what

is generally considered a term gestation, were
treated as fullterm

infants by the medical staff.
The MR infants consisted of 14 healthy prematures.

neonates, born at 31-35 weeks gestation, experienced

a

These

relatively

smooth transition to extrauterine life and failed to
develop illness
prior to their hospital discharge.

None of these infants developed

true respiratory distress, although three of them experienced

transient tachypnea.

The two infants who received oxygen required

assistance for less than 48 hours.
intubated or put on

a

respirator.

No

infant from this group was

Two thirds of these babies

experienced hyperbil lirubinemia.
The third group was made up of 15 HR prematures born at 29-34

weeks gestation.

These infants experienced relatively more medical

difficulties during the first five weeks of life than did the babies
in the other two groups.

For example, two thirds of them developed

hyaline membrane disease.

Metabolic disorders such as hypocalcemia,

anemia, or hypoglycemia occurred in

11

were exposed to placental infarction.

of the 15 infants. Two cases

Another two babies developed

pneumonia, while two cases of pneumothorax occurred.

Seven infants

suffered from prolonged difficulties with apnea and bradycardia.
HR infants were treated

All

for hyperbilirubinemia.

Although some infants were excluded from the present sample when
there was clear evidence of intrauterine growth retardation, post hoc
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calculation of the ponderal indexes indicated
that

percent of the low, moderate

41,

and 22

28,

and high-risk groups, respectively,

were, in fact, in the lowest 10% range of
length/body weight ratios
at birth (Lubchenco, Hansman and Boyd,
1966).

The preterm infants were tested at 36-38
weeks conceptional age,
a

time when their condition was stable and they required
no special

medical care.

Thus these subjects are representative of infants who

are able to overcome perinatal difficulties relatively quickly
rather
than those who require prolonged intensive care.

Apparatus
The habituation stimulus consisted of

2x2x3

rattle, constructed of

1973).

consisted of U-6 shakes over
a

a

Each rattle presentation

2-2.5 second epoch.

The stimulus was

Revox tape recorder, type A77, amplified by

amplifier, model number SA-100B, and fed through
(#320).

a

inch plastic box, one-third of which was filled with

popcorn kernels (Brazelton,

played on

a

a

a

Realistic

Grundig Microbox

The inter-trial-interval (TTI) ranged from 32-39 seconds,

with an average ITI of 36 seconds.

The ITI was variable to preclude

the possibility of temporal conditioning.

The rattle trials were

presented at either 75 or 85 dB, with the source located about 12

inches from the baby's ear.

Intensity was measured with
1565-D,

Background noise was 50-54 dB.
a

General Radio Sound Level Meter (type

A-scale) placed at the site of the infant's head.

The dishabituation stimulus consisted of raising the head of the
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infant's bassinette 2-3 inches and releasing
it.
elicited

a

This manipulation

Moro response on 80^ of the trials in
which it was

administered
The raw electrocardiogram signal (EKG) was
amplified on

Hewlett-Packard 7702B polygraph and recorded with
tape recorder.

a

a

Vetter Model-A FM

Beckman miniature electrodes were applied to the

infant's chest in

a

triangular array: one active lead was applied

high on the sternum, the second active lead to the
left costal

margin, and the ground electrode to the right costal
margin.
For statistical analyses, the recorded heart rate signal
was

converted from analog to digital form by
computer.

a

Hewlett-Packard 2100A

The computer timed the interval between each beat,

weighting the inter-beat interval with the portion of the one-second
period that it occupied.

These second-by-second weighted average

heart periods were converted to heart rate in beats per minute.

Procedures
The mother's informed written consent for her infant's

participation was obtained.

The pediatrician was also contacted and

his/her consent obtained before the newborn was tested.

Habituation paradigm

.

Infants were wheeled in their bassinettes

to the testing room located close to the newborn nurseries.

The EKG

electrodes were then applied to the infant's chest and he/she was
swaddled.
state.

Two experimenters independently monitored the infant's

The stimulus series was initiated when both examiners judged
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the baby to have been in active sleep
(Brazelton,

1973) for two

minutes.
The habituation series consisted of 10 rattle
presentations

followed by the dishabituation stimulus, and
succeeded by four more

rattle presentations.

These presentations were fixed across infants:

the same stimulus order and ITI were maintained
regardless of the

infant's activity, although the series was discontinued
and restarted
from trial one if the infant woke up during the initial
presentation.

Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scales (NBAS)

.

Scheduling of the

NBAS exam was variable; the only contraint being that it was
administered in between feedings (operationally defined as more than
30 minutes after

next feeding).

a

feeding and not less than 45 minutes prior to the

Exams were completed on 44 infants.

Parmelee Optimallty Scales

variables summarized in Table

In

.

addition to the medica]

perinatal status was measured using

1,

the Obstetrics Complications Scale (OCS) and Postnatal Complications

Scale (PCS) developed by Parmelee, Kopp, and Sigman (1976).
these rating scales consists of

a

checklist of items, in which an

"optimal" or "non-optimal" rating is assigned.
ratings is summarized into

a

Each of

The sum of optimal

percentage score and then applied to

conversion table supplied by the authors.

a

Two optimality scores

result, describing prenatal history and delivery (OCS) and postnatal

course of the infant (PCS).

groups are presented in Table

The OCS and PCS scores for the three
15 in the

Appendix.
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Study II

Subjects
Infants in Study

1

who had complete heart rate data for day

and a Brazelton exam were recruited for Study
II.

1

Twenty of the LR

infants and 14 infants from each of the moderate- and
high-risk
groups met these criteria.
LR,

13 MR,

Of those with complete newborn data,

and 12 HR infants were seen in Study II (N=U3).

18

One

mother of the LR group did not respond to our efforts to contact
her,
while

second mother in this group failed to keep her scheduled

a

appointment.

One mother from the MR group and two mothers from the

HR group had changed addresses and
A

Table

could not be located.

demographic description of the three groups is presented
2.

in

The majority of families were Caucasian, while three

mothers of the MR and one HR mother were Puerto Rican.

The sample is

generally middle class with most parents having completed high
school

Efforts were made to test all infants when they were

months conceptional age, but this was not always possible.

5

to 5-1/2

Table

3

presents the babies' ages at the time of testing, based on date of
birth (DOB) and mother's expected date of confinement (EDC).. Mean
conceptional age at testing was
and

5

months

6

5

months 12 days,

5

months 10 days,

days for the LR, MR, and HR groups, respectively.

I
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TABLE 2

DEMOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS

Education of Mothers
Mean (Range)

Distribution of Cases
with Hollingshead Rating
of I through V

Low-risk

Moderate-risk

High-risk

12.7

13.0 (10-18)

12.3

(4

- 1
II - 4
III - 4

-17)

- 2

(9

I

I

IV - 5
V - 0

II - 3
III - 3
IV - 1
V - 2

III - 4
IV - 3

17

12

9

Racial Background
white
Puerto Rican

0

Age of Parents
Mother: Mean (Range)
Father; Mean (Range)

27.2(19--39) 26. 4(19-39)
28.6(20.-39) 28.2(19-38)

1

I

- 0

II -

3

V - 2

3

25.8(21
28.3(21
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TABLE

3

MEAN AGE OF INFANTS AT TIME OF TESTING,
ESTIMATED FROM DATE OF BIRTH
(DOB) AND FROM EXPECTED DATE OF
CONFINEMENT (EDC)
Low-risk
^^ean

In

In

(Range)

Moderate-risk

High-risk

Me an

Mean (Range)

(Range)

Days:

from DOB

179.6(170-205) 214. 1(191-2i49)

from EDC

164.4(155-188)

Months:
from DOB

from EDC

1

63.0(150-177)

218.3(195-244)
157. 8(148-171

5mo 27days
(5mo 17days
-6mo 2 2d ays)

7mo Iday
(6mo 8days
-8mo 5days)

7mo 5 days
(6mo 12days
-8mo Odays)

5mo 1 2d ays
(5mo 2days
-6mo 5days)

5mo lOdays
5mo Odays
-5mo 25days)

5mo 6days
4mo 26days
-6mo 22days)

)
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Apparatus
As in Study I, during the habituation
procedure, the cardiac

signal was obtained, using Beckman miniature
electrodes applied to
the chest in a triangular array.

The cardiac signal was filtered

through either a Datascope Carditron (model 650)
or through

a

dual-

trace physiological monitor, also produced by
Datascope (type 850100). The resultant cardiac wave and stimulus
presentations were

recorded simultaneously on

a

Revox tape recorder, type A77.

The recorded heart rate signal was converted from analog
to

digital form using

Study

a

Hewlett-Packard 2100A computer, as described in

Five pre-stimulus and 20 post-stimulus seconds for each

I.

trial were extracted from each infant's record.

Stimulus Series
An original

stimulus tape was created for Study II, consisting

of 10 rattle presentations for the habituation trials, and

a

buzzer

for the dishabituation trial, followed by four more rattle presenta-

tions.

Each rattle presentation consisted of 4-6 shakes over

2.5 second epoch.

The buzzer was presented for 1.5 seconds.

rattle was the same as that used in Study
played on

a

I.

a

1.5-

The

The stimulus tape was

JVC portable stereo cassette recorder (model KD-1636-2J),

amplified through

a

Realistic amplifier (model SA-100B), and

projected through

a

Grundig Microbox (#320).

As

in Study

I,

the ITI

of the rattle stimuli was variable to preclude the possibility of
temporal conditioning and ranged from 32.4 to 37.8 seconds
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(average=35.2 seconds).
dB,

The rattle stimuli were presented
at 70-72

while the buzzer reached 80 dB. with
the source located about 12

inches from the infant's head.
testing, with

a

Intensity was measured prior to

General Radio Sound Level Meter (type
1565-D, A-

scale), placed at the site of the infant's
head.
The stimulus series was created to match
that used in Study

I.

Two aspects of the stimulus series used in
the first study were not

replicated in Study II:

the intensity of the rattle and the type of

dishabituation stimulus.

Rattle intensity was reduced from 85 to 70

dB because half of the 6 pilot infants woke up to
the louder

intensity (those infants tested with the louder series were
not included in the cardiac analyses).

The 70 dB stimulus elicited reli-

able heart rate change without apparently affecting the infants'

sleep state.

Secondly, we were unable to perform

a

crib manipulation

for the dis-habituation stimulus, as was done in Study

variable sleeping facilities used in each home.

A

I,

due to the

buzzer was

therefore substituted for the dishabituation stimulus.

Testing Protocols
In

an effort to assess both environmental

inherent in the infant,

a

factors and qualities

number of testing protocols were developed

that were unique to the follow-up study. These measures were used in

combination with more traditional assessments.
protocols is presented below, followed by
content and purpose in administration.

a

A

list of the testing

description of their

Assessment of the
Environment

Assessment of the
Infant

Maternal Interview

Bayley Scales of Infant Development
(Bayley, 1969)
Object Exploration Task
(Collard, 1971)

Rating Scales of Maternal
Responsivity and Affect

Time-Sampled Observations

Habituation Procedure
Rating Scales of Infant
Mood and Reactivity

Time-Sampled Observations
Carey Infant Temperament Questionaire
(Carey and McDevitt, 1978)

^^^^^"^^ Interview.

The purpose of the maternal interview

(which was semi-structured in format) was to establish
rapport and to

ascertain what on-going events had occurred in the infant's family

since the newborn period.

A

social and medical history was obtained

to determine if there had been any major stresses, such as illness,

job loss, relocation, or the like.

Extent of formal education and

type of employment were noted, so that

a

Hollingshead rating of

socioeconomic status (SES) could be made (Hollingshead, 1976).
Time-Sampled Observations

.

In

the Time-Sampled Observations we

attempted to capture infant-environment transactions occurring

course of the visit.

in the

This assessment was inspired by the Spot

Observation technique used in anthropological field studies.

In

this

technique, the target child is followed by the investigator, who
takes

a

"mental snapshot" at regular timed intervals, including what

the child is doing and who the child is with (Rogoff,

1978).

Our

observation procedure differed from that outlined by Rogoff in that

^2

we observed the infants for less total
time (10 to 54 minutes) and

took our "snapshots" at more frequent
intervals (every two minutes).
The following events were noted on record
forms:

topic

,

or what the

infant was doing, persons present in the
room with the infant, and

position of the baby.
Ratings of the infants' behavioral state were
also included in
the Time-Sampled Observations, using Brazelton's
definitions (1973).

State organization, or sleep/wake cycling, is an
index of the CNS'

ability to manage multiple demands, from the maintenance of
autonomic

homeostasis to information processing demands.

Differences from

normals in sleep/wake cycling have been noted in compromised
newborns
(Beintema,

1968;

Prechtl

,

Weinmann and Akiyama, 1969) and in older

neurologically-impaired children (Parmelee and Stern, 1975).

For the

present project, we wished to document spontaneous state cycling in
these three groups of recovering preterms.

Thus observers noted the

following states in the Time-Sampling procedure:
alertness, active alertness, fussy, and crying.

drowsy, quiet
Our intention was to

document duration of alert periods, and amount of state lability.
.The level of inter-rater reliability for the Time-Sampled

Observations was acceptable (i.e., at least 80 percent agreement) for
broad categories of the environment and infant behavior, but was not
for the more detailed observations.

Reliability was defined as

percentage of agreement over agreements plus disagreements.
EK were considered to be the criterion coders.

SW and

The inter-observer
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agreements reported below are based
upon checks made between them
over 24 windows of observation in the
course of observing four
infants.

Raters consistently agreed upon who was
present in the room and

what topic the infant was engaged in (100?;
reliability for each

respective category).

Topics included testing (as when the Bayley
or

Object Exploration Task were administered), caretaking
(change or
feed), soothing by mother, and freeplay (unstructured
time).

Raters

also agreed on the baby's position (92%); although they
did not

always score with consistent detail.

For example, they did not

always indicate whether the baby was prone or supine, but
both agreed
that the baby was on the floor.

summarized into

a

Data concerning position were

new category, called location of infant.

levels of location were identified:

Nine

physical contact with mother

(including sitting or standing on lap, leaning against or otherwise
being supported by mother), physical contact with father, physical

contact with other (including experimenters, grandmother, aunts,
etc.), sofa or bed, floor, infant seat, walker, playpen. Jolly Jumper
or Swing-o-Matic

Similarly, examiners were generally successful in rating

infant's behavioral state reliably.

All of the examiners who

completed Time-Sampled Observations (ET, ES, GM, SW, and EK) were
trained in administration of the NBAS exam, and were experienced

identifying such states in newborns.

At

in

five-and-one-hal f months the

greatest difficulty was distinguishing activity from quiescence
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during alert periods.

The kind of alteration an infant
would make

between acting upon an object, pausing
to study it, and acting upon
it again, occurred

in relatively rapid

succession; our observational

shutter, open for 2 minutes, was too wide
to pick up such

fluctuations in behavior.
gories were merged into

a

Thus the quiet vs. active alertness
cate-

global "wakeful" category.

Inter-observer

agreement was high (100?) in rating drowsy vs. wakeful
vs. cranky
(fussing or cry).

Additionally, note was made of major state swings

over the entire visit - i.e., sleep-wake-cranky, after
the visits,
based upon the examiners' record of the progression of events
during
the visit.

Ratings of Maternal Responsivity and Affect

.

Based upon the

rating scales used by Ainsworth and her colleagues in their home-

observation study (Ainsworth, 1969; Ainsworth, Bell and Stayton,
1972), four 9-point rating scales were developed by

present study.

S.

Winn for the

Two of these scales capture the quality of the

mother's contingent responsiveness to her infant, and her affective
display when interacting with the baby.

A

description of the scales

and the behavioral features used to arrive at

a

rating along the 9-

point continuum are presented in Table 16 in the Appendix.

Ratings

were made independently by both examiners at the end of the home
visit.

The ratings represented the cumulative subjective impression

of the examiners along the dimensions described above.
Inter-observer reliability for the rating scales, defined as
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the percentage of agreement, over
agreements plus disagreements (PAG)
were 72.41 for Maternal Affect and
82.75 for Maternal Responslvl ty
An

agreement was defined as being within
one scale point of the

second rater.

Disagreements of more than one scale
point were

resolved by reviewing each examiner's
perception of the visit, and
reaching consensus around

a

more appropriate scale point.

Inter-

observer reliabilities calculated by Pearson
product-moment cor-

relations were .32 for Maternal Affect and .38 for
Maternal
Responsivity.

Agreement for Maternal Affect was not reliable (df=19,

NS), while ratings of Maternal

Responsivity showed significant

association between observers (df=19, £<.05).
The most difficult dimension to capture reliably
was Maternal

Affect.

Observers became more reliable over time

in

their ratings

(inter-rater agreement for the first 10 mothers seen by EK and SW
was
50% whereas agreement on the last 10 subjects was 80%).

raters mixed the mother's affect displayed

in

Initially

general with that

displayed to her infant; the latter was, in fact, the more
appropriate.

Also, maternal affect is complicated in its expression

and changes rapidly.

Gradations of change from individual to

individual vary widely.

Maternal affect was one of the most

difficult categories to rate

in

micro-analytic scoring systems of

early mother-infant face-to-face interactions (Ricks et al
SW and EK served as criterion coders in the Risks et al

.

. ,

1979).

study and

thus were experienced in coding maternal affective expressions.

Nonetheless they experienced difficulties coding reliably In the
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present context.

In ter -observer

reliability was consistently within

acceptable ranges on the Maternal Responsivity
scale.

The protocols

summarized so far are the extent of the
measures available for

characterizing the infants' setting, with some
grey areas that
reflect the mother-infant interaction.

Assessments that were

designed to characterize the infant are summarized
below.
Bajile^ Scales of Infant Development

The Bayley is a standard

.

assessment of developmental level described extensively
elsewhere
(Bayley,

1969; Collard,

The present study utilized the full

1971).

exam, yielding a Mental Development Index (MDI),
Psychomotor

Development Index (PDI), and Infant Behavior Rating (IBR).
S.W. performed the Bayley exams.

E.K.

and

Their reliability in administration

and scoring was established with a criterion examiner (Jean Dempsey)

from the local area prior to the study's initiation.

Reliability in

scoring the IBR was noted to be 92% between EK and SW (based upon

three cases).

The criterion examiner did not feel confident in her

relative use of the IBR, and did not establish reliability with our
research team on that section of the exam.
Object exploration task.

The object exploration task was used

as a further assessment of mental processes in the 5 1/2 month-old.

We sought an instrument that would capture the infant's cognitive

processing while in an alert state, using

a

procedure that capi-

talized upon the 6-month-old's developmental task, i.e., mastery of

reaching.

Collard (1971) has described

a

set of schemes that infants
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might perform on an object (see
Table 17 in the appendix).

This list

is relatively complete for the normal
infant under 12 months of age

although it fails to capture the inventive,
playful schemes infants
at the end of their first year might
attempt.
In the

present study, infants were handed

novel object and

a

allowed adequate time to exploit the toy, while
examiners noted what

schemes the infant spontaneously displayed.
repeated with four objects:

a

set of colored rings on a hoop,

of adult-type keys on

a

ring.

The procedure was

squeeze toy (Dumbo the elephant),
string of clatter balls, and

a

a

a

set

Each object was presented for 3-5

minutes, or until the infant expressed interest in doing
something
else.

Habituation procedure .

The habituation procedure (the rattle

sound presentation previously described) was designed to replicate
and extend the newborn habituation study.

The infants' cardiac

responses to repeated auditory stimuli were used to describe group
and individual differences in habituation and in cardiac reactivity.

Rating scales of infant mood and reactivity

Two additional

.

rating scales, based upon the work of Ainsworth and her colleagues,

were developed by

S.

Winn to characterize the infants' moods over the

course of the visit and the quality of his/her responsivity to stimulus events in the environment.

Ratings were assigned by each

examiner independently at the end of the visit.
scales is presented in Appendix

D.

A

description of the

Inter-rater reliabilities,

expressed as PAG. were 89. 65 for Infant Mood and 75. 86 for Infant

M8

Reactivity.

Expressed as Pearson product-moment
correlations between

paters. r=.87 for Infant Mood and r=.48
for Infant Reactivity (df=19;
p<.001 and p<.05, respectively).

One reason for the lack of better agreement
was that both

examiners did not always share the same data base
when making their
judgements.

For example, one experimenter might have been
absent

from the room when the infant had his/her most happy
bout of

chortling or laughing, and only witnessed the cranky
periods during
the most difficult Bayley items.

As with maternal

ratings,

disagreements were settled by discussion, after which

a

mutually-

agreed upon score was assigned.

^^rey Infant Temperament Questionaire (CITQ)

.

Based upon the New

York Longitudinal Study interview format (Thomas et al.,
developed the CITQ as

a

1968), Carey

measure of the infant's enduring style of

interaction with the social and physical world (Carey, 1970).

CITQ is

a

The

96-item paper and pencil questionaire that is completed by

the mother.

The questionaire avoids judgemental or global statements

about the infant, but instead asks about typical behavior in

variety of settings.

a

The questionaire describes nine "clusters" of

behavior: activity, rhythmicity, approach/withdrawal, adaptibility
intensity, mood, persistence, distractibility

,

and threshold.

upon the constellation of respxDnses among the various clusters,

Based
a

summative temperament rating is derived, characterizing the infant as
easy, difficult, or slow-to-warm-up (Carey and McDevitt,

1978).
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Administration Procedures of Tests and
Interviews

Mothers,

contacted by letter and then by phone,
were invited to participate
Study II.

in

No mother openly refused to participate;
however, one

working mother did not respond to our written
inquiries while

a

second mother was not home at the time arranged
for our visit.

Both

of these mothers had LR infants; no mother from
the moderate- or

high-risk group refused to participate once they were
located.
Two experimenters were present for every
visit, whenever

possible (one HR infant was tested by EK alone, due to

a

time

conflict and mother's reluctance to schedule an alternate
appointment).

Seven people acted as experimenters at different

periods in the course of the study.

These were Ed Tronick, John

Kulig, Elizabeth Shea, Gilda Morelli, Irene Bliss, Steve Winn and

Krafchuk.

E.

Each tester had had experience in observing and

documenting infant behavior.

Two of these (SW and EK) administered

the Bayley exam and Object Exploration Task, and were responsible for
the majority of the data collection.

At least one of these

experimenters was present on each visit. The other testers helped
equipment set up and performed maternal interviews.

in

ATI but IB, who

was unfamiliar with rating infant state, made some Time-Sampling

Observations.

EK and SW checked these observations periodically in

the course of the visit, in order to maintain consistency in coding.
The researchers responsible for most of the data collection (SW
and ET) were usually not blind to the infant's risk group.

SW, who
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scheduled the visits and recorded data
as they came

in

was not blind

to the infant's risk group on
78 percent of the 26 visits he

completed.

EK had worked extensively with
the infant's newborn data

and correctly remembered 74 percent
of the 31 infants she saw in

follow-up from the hospital.

The additional five testers were
naive

as to the infant's risk status before
they made the visit.

Once

seeing the infants, however, the experimenters
almost invariably

guessed the child's risk designation correctly.

JK,

IB,

and GM

collectively guessed correctly 88% of the time, based upon
the
infant's performance, appearance, or because of

mother (on

a

total of nine visits).

a

comment made by the

ET and ES, who were very

experienced in working with young infants correctly guessed
88% of
the time when the infant was

preterm; they guessed at about chance

a

level (50 percent) as to whether the infant had been
sick preterm (based upon eight visits).

a

healthy or

a

Thus, even in the instances

when experimenters were blind to the infant's risk group when they

embarked upon the visit, they had formed quite an accurate picture of
his/her status by the time the visit was over.
In

general, one experimenter (El) followed the infant while the

second experimenter (E2) interacted primarily with the mother.

typical procedure followed in

a

The

home visit is outlined below.

Upon arrival at the home, both experimenters greeted mother and

baby and obtained written consent for the mother's and infant's

participation.

The infant's typical nap area was then located.

Testing materials were

brought in from the car, and the habituation
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equipment was deposited

in

the infant's sleeping quarters.

If the

infant was awake, El began administering
the Bayley exam while E2 set
up the tape recorders and carditron
for the habituation procedure.

The equipment was placed (as inconspicuously
as possible) close to
the infant's crib.

Upon completion of the set-up, E2 settled

him/herself quietly nearby the infant and began the
Time-Sampled
Observations, while El completed the Bayley exam.

If the

still alert, the Object Exploration Task was administered.

infant was
Most

infants became sleepy after the cognitive testing, and
with signs of

drowsiness, El applied the heart rate electrodes. The mother then
put
the infant down for his/her nap.

For the habituation procedure, infants were tested in the room
or bed where they typically had their afternoon or morning nap.

Illumination varied from household to household; no efforts were made
to alter the child's typical

setting.

Background noise in the

babies' rooms was noted to vary from 45 to 60 dB. After waiting for
the infant to settle down. El made note of the infant's behavioral

state.

When signs of active sleep had been present for at least

minutes, the stimulus series was initiated.
(as four subjects did)

trial

1

,

2

If the infant woke up

the series was discontinued and repeated from

when evidence of active sleep was again present.

Three

infants were re-tested, while one infant was unable to complete the

habituation series due to disruptions of his sleep state.

The

cardiac data of three infants were lost by experimenter error; the

data from one additional infant
were lost because of technical

failure.
E2 meanwhile conducted the Maternal
Interview.

Upon completion,

the mother was told how to fill out
the CITQ, which was then left

with her, to be answered and mailed to
the university at her leisure.

Three mothers failed to complete the CITQ.
When the infant awoke from his/her nap and
was attended to by

mother, E2 dismantled the equipment and prepared
it for transport to
the oar.

Any parts of the cognitive testing that were not
completed

earlier were administered at this time.

Additional Time-Sampled

Observations were also made as time and circumstances allowed.
average duration of each home visit was 2.5 hours (range
hours).

Five infants were seen

the habituation testing.

visits

1

a

r

1 .

5

The
to 5

second time in order to complete

When more than 10 days had elapsed between

and 2, the Bayley exam was repeated

so that the infant's

developmental assessment would correspond in time with the date of
the habituation procedure.

Once the equipment and experimenters were back in the car, the

ratings of maternal responsivity

reactivity were made.

,

affect, and infant mood and

The experimenters also rated what group they

thought the infant belonged to, and noted the reason for their
judgment.

CHAPTER

III

RESULTS

Results are organized into three
major sections.

Initially,

cardiac responses of the infants in
the habituation paradigm are
described, and continuities in responsivity
from the newborn to
1/2 -month periods are presented.

the infants at

results of

a

5

5

Secondly, developmental outcome of

1/2 months is described.

In

the final section, the

series of regression analyses performed
to determine

what subset of newborn variables appear
most important for predicting
later outcome are presented.

Cardiac Responding:

Continuity of Reaction Tendencies

Two major questions are addressed in this section. The
first is

whether group differences in cardiac responsivity noted

subjects as newborns persisted at

5

1/2 months.

in

the

The second is

whether individual differences in reactivity were stable from the

newborn to

5

1/2-month period.

Cardiac responses to the habituation

paradigm were used to address these issues.

In

contrast to the

newborn period, overt behavioral responding was infrequently observed
at 5 months, and was not used as an index of responsivity.

Cardiac responses to the habituation paradigm
In characterizing the groups at 5

determine if

1)

1/2 months we sought to

the hyporesponsive tendency noted in the most

compromised newborn group was still evident in follow-up study, and
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2)

MR and HR groups continued to
demonstrate prolonged cardiac

arousal to the dishabituation stimulus.

Additionally we sought to

determine if there was habituation to the rattle
stimulus, and if
such an ability was related to perinatal
risk.

Measures used to characterize group differences
in responding in
the newborn period were extracted from
the

5

components of reactivity were focused upon:
2)

1/2-month data.
1)

Three

magnitude of response,

response duration, and 3) habituation of responding with
repeated

rattle presentations.

Prestimulus heart rate was also examined, as

initial levels can influence subsequent response magnitude
(Wilder,
1967), and because prestimulus variability has been associated with

general health status and readiness to respond in an information-

processing task (Porges, Arnold, and Forbes,
trials were reduced to

average of

2

5

1976).

The 10 rattle

trial blocks, each block representing the

adjacent trials.

Basel evel heart rate

In

.

contrast to the newborn period when MR

and HR groups' heart rates were 30-40 beats per minute (bpm) higher

than LR infants', there were no group differences in average

prestimulus heart rate at

5

1/2 months.

Repeated measures ANOVA

comparing the three groups' heart rate for five prestimulus seconds
on five trial blocks failed to reveal an effect of Groups or

Seconds

x

Group interaction.

Mean cardiac rates for five prestimulus

seconds, collapsed over seconds and trials, were 116.78,
121.06,

in the LR,

MR,

a

122.98, and

and HR groups, respectively.

Observation of heart rate variablility

,

however, revealed that
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the HR infants showed the least
spontaneous fluctuation in base rate,

followed successively by the MR and LR
groups.

Standard deviations

of heart rate for the two seconds
immediately preceding the stimulus
series were 13.8, 12.3; 9.5, 9.9; and
7.8, and 9.0 for the LR, MR,

and HR groups, respectively.

Cardiac response to the rattle

.

Figure

1

presents mean heart

rate response to the rattle, averaged over all
trials, in three

groups.

Heart rate is represented on the ordinate as
change scores,

in bpm - i.e., the differences between
post-stimulus and prestimulus

rates.

The abscissa represents time, in seconds, from
the onset of

the rattle.
The form of the response is essentially biphasic, consisting
of
an acceleration of 5-6 beats, followed by a deceleration
below

baselevel.

The magnitude of the peak response[3] occurred 2-3

seconds from the stimulus onset.

Heart rate was evaluated using

repeated measures ANOVA comparing

5

and

10 poststimulus)

Trial Blocks

in each of the groups.

x

a

12 Seconds (2 pre-

Results indicated

reliable cardiac change to the rattle stimulus in all groups
(Seconds, F(1 1,110)

5.79,

=

HR groups, respectively).

acceleration on trial block

9.39,

and 6.56,

p<.0001,

in LR,

MR,

and

A one-way ANOVA comparing initial peak
1

failed to indicate group differences in

magnitude of response.
The magnitude of the peak response is comparable to that of the
LR group when tested

in the

newborn period.

The latency to peak is
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uniformly .uch shorter at
3

seconds at

T^ius

5

5

1/2 months, in all groups
(latency was 2-

1/2 months versus 4-10 seconds in
the newborn period).

the hyporesponsive pattern seen
in the newborn period among
the

HR infants was no longer evident,
and latency to peak decreased in

all groups.

Moderate- and HR infants had essentially
"caught up" to

the LR group in their heart rate
response to the rattle.

Attention

was then directed to the dishabituation
stimulus, to ascertain

whether the tendency to perseverate

in

response to

strong stimulus

a

was still apparent.

^^rdiac response to

tlie

dishabituation stimulus

.

Figure

2

presents cardiac responses to the dishabituation stimulus
in three
groups.

Two prestimulus and 10 poststimulus seconds for each
group

were compared in

a

mixed-model ANOVA.

reliable responding (Seconds,

F(

1

1,

All groups showed highly

275)=4. 40, p<.0001).

There were

no group differences in the magnitude of the peak acceleration
or in

the form the response assumed.

The reader will note that the MR group's response curve

indicates

a

prolonged cardiac acceleration relative to the other

groups on post-stimulus seconds 10 through 20.

Examination of

individual infants' responding indicated that one infant from the

group showed

a

stimulus second
a

second, delayed acceleration, beginning at post7

and continuing through second 20; the response had

magnitude of 15-30 beats.

A second

infant rolled over (without

waking up) four seconds after the stimulus presentation, showing

a

prolongued acceleration of 33 beats that diminished to seven beats by
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post-stimulus second 20.

In

retrospect, this infant probably
should

have been excluded from the
analysis.

Cardiac acceleration of the

remaining infants ranged from zero
to 27 beats; no other MR
infant
showed

a

second delayed acceleration.

Compared with responding in the
newborn period, latency to peak
at five months was shorter in all
groups (latency at five months was
4

seconds compared to 5-10 seconds in the
newborn period).

Additionally, the magnitude of the peak
response was smaller (8-10
beats vs.

Il-U beats

in the newborn period).

Thus at

5

months all

groups showed an ability to respond combined
with an improved ability
to control arousal to a strong stimulus.

^^^^^^^ responses over trials;

post-stimulus seconds for

5

Habituation

Two pre- and 10

.

trial blocks were examined in each group

in a repeated measures ANOVA, to determine
if there was any

systematic change in reponding over trials.

Moderate and high-risk

groups failed to demonstrate any systematic change, indicative either
of habituation or sensitization, over trials.

In

contrast, analysis

of the LR group's responses suggested that this group did habituate
over trials.

Figure
group.

3

presents cardiac change on

5

trial blocks in the LR

Results of the repeated measures ANOVA indicated that there

was systematic change in responding over trial blocks (Blocks
onds,

F(4i|,

440) =

1.

40,

x

Sec-

p<.05), but trend analyses suggested that the

change was in the tail of the 10-second response curve rather than
the initial quadratic component (Blocks Quadratic

x

Seconds Cubic,

In

60

61

F(1,10)-.3.30. £<.10).

As

we were not interested

fro.

a

theoretical

standpoint in this latter component
of the response, we then
analyzed
the first 5 poststimulus seconds
alone.

anticipated

Blocks Linear

a

x

In

this analys:iis we

Seconds Linear or Blocks Lin,
lear

x

Seconds Quadratic interaction if indeed
there was reliable diminution
in the initial

acceleration over blocks.

In

fact

Blocks Linear

a

x

Seconds Quadratic interaction was
marginally significant
(F(1,10) = 3.53, £=.08).

This result was interpreted as inhibition
of

responding over trials because

1)

it was the trend sought on an a

priori basis, and 2) eleven subjects does
not provide much power to
detect such an effect.

Thus only LR infants appeared to modulate

their initial responses to the rattle with repeated
presentations.
The pattern of perseveration and hyperresponsivity
noted in the

more at-risk infants as newborns was not as apparent in the
month data.
within

a

5

1/2-

The more at-risk infants were able to inhibit responding

relatively short period of the stimulus presentation, but

they were not able to habituate in their responses over time.

There was additional evidence that issues of homeostatic

regulation were not totally resolved in the HR group.

Analysis of

prestimulus heart rate over trials indicated that HR infants showed
an elevation in their basal heart rate prior to trial blocks 2 and 3,

followed by

a

return to initial rates (mean heart rates, averaged

over 2 prestimulus seconds were 118.14,
122.38,

for blocks

1

through

5,

123.48,

122.42,

118.79,

and

respectively, in the HR group).

Apparently, initiation of the rattle series caused

a

change in tonic

62

heart rate activity in HR infants
that endured beyond
presentation.
(Blocks Cubic

a

single

This group difference was
statistically reliable
Group, F(2, 30)=U.

X

61

'

£<.02).

,

summary, the cardiac data
indicated that the risk groups
did
not differ in response magnitude
or shape of response to the
rattle
or dishabituation stimuli.
Group differences were apparent
in the
In

modulation of responding over successive
rattle presentations, with
LR infants showing habituation
of their responses while the more
at-

risk infants did not.

The lack of habituation in MR and HR
groups

combined with the HR group's elevation in
tonic heart rate with

initiation of the rattle series suggest that
the more compromised
infants coninued to evidence difficulties with
inhibitory control at
5

1/2 months.

Continuity of individual differences
In

in_

reactivity

this section the following questions were addressed:

1)

did

infants who showed large or prolonged cardiac accelerations
in the

newborn period continue to do so at

5

1/2 months,

and 2) were the

infants' response types stable over time?

Response magnitude .

The first question was addressed by com-

paring peak cardiac accelerations for trial block

series in the newborn period with trial block
series.

A second

1

1

from the 5 1/2-month

comparison was made of peak acceleration to the

dishabituation trial from the first series presented
period with the

5

of the 85 dB

1/2-month dishabituation trial[M].

in the newborn

Both Pearson

63

produot-.oment oorrelationa and
Spearman rank-order correlations
failed to indicate any reliable
relationship between response
magnitude at the two age periods.
(For trial block 1:
r..^^, df=27, ns;
using rank scores.
t>,
r= 21
Hf-?7 m<3
cr-.^i,
df-27,
NS.
For i.,
the d ishabituation trial,
r=-.11, df=27, NS; using rank
scores. r=.001, df=27, NS.)

Res£onse latency and duration
infant tended to be

a

.

The question of whether an

slow responder or require

a

longer time to damp

down responding was examined by
comparing latency to peak and

response duration at time

1

and time 2 for trial block

dishabituation trial, using the series
outlined above.

and for the

1

Latency to

peak was defined as the post-stimulus
second where the peak response

occurred.

Response duration was defined as the time
from stimulus

onset to when heart rate returned to pre-stimulus
levels.

Infants

who showed no response or who demonstrated cardiac
deceleration, or

who woke up to the stimulus were excluded from the
analyses (n=1,
and

3,

5,

for the dishabituation trial, respectively).

Pearson product-moment correlations comparing latency
to peak

acceleration and response duration for the dishabituation trial
were

consistently in the negative direction.

There was

a

marginal finding

suggesting that response duration in the newborn period was inversely
related to latency to peak at five months (r=-.40, df=20, p<.10, 2tailed)

time

1

.

Correlations of latency to peak and response duration at

and time 2 were in a similar direction, but were not

statistically reliable (r=-. 35 and r=-.

34,

df=20,

NS).
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Qljalitative descriptions of
responding:

Response types.

Infants' reponses to the
dishabituation trial at

5

months were

classified into the four response
types identified in the newborn
period (Krafchuk. et al., in press).

The criteria used to assign
a

response to one of the four types are
outlined below:
Hyporesponder. fails to show acceleration
of
beats within 5 seconds of the stimulus
onset;

5

Normative responder shows a response
(defined
above) that returns to baselevel
within 15
post-stimulus seconds;
.

Hyperresponder shows a response that fails
to regain baselevel within 15
post-stimulus
seconds; and
.

Perseverator
separated by

.

a

shows two acceleratory responses
2-4 second deceleration.

The number of cases demonstrating the different
response types
is presented in Table 4.

Mainly infants from the HR or MR groups

showed hyperresponding or perseveration; only one LR
baby was

hyporesponder.

a

The incidence of extreme responders was much less

frequent at five months than during the newborn period (67% and
50?

of HR and MR newborns, respectively).

As

five infants woke up to the

dishabituation stimulus at five months, only 28 cases were available
for this analysis, making a Chi Square comparison of the

inappropriate.

4

categories

To compare the distributions among risk groups, MR

and HR infants were combined, and the hyporesponsive, hyperresponsive
and perseverator categories were merged into

gr©up.

a

"non-optimal" response

Separation into the normative vs. other categories revealed

a
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marginal group difference between
LR and the other preterm
groups
(Chi-square=3. 5, p<.10).

TABLE

4

DISTRIBUTION OF CASES AMONG RESPONSE
TYPES TO THE
DISHABITUATION STIMULUS AT 5 1/2
MONTHS
Hyporesponder

Low-risk

Normative
responder

Hyperresponder
or perseverator

1

Moderate-risk
High-risk

3
1

Consistency of individual infants' response
types from the
newborn to

5

1/2 -month period was next examined.

changed their response type (16/27, or

59^5)

More infants

than were stable,

indicating that qualitative differences in responding
failed to show

consistency over the two age periods.
Shift towards normative responding
in response

.

The lack of stability

magnitude or in response type was not surprising given

the expectation that extreme patterns of responding that
were

maladaptive (such as hyper-responding and perseveration) or that were
no longer needed (as in the protective function of hyporesponding)

would change over time.

We then explored the hypothesis that infants

who showed adaptive behavior in the newborn period would be more

stable than infants who showed less optimal behavior.

Infants were

66

classed into optimal versus
non-opti.al newborn responders.
as
defined above, and the proportion
of infants who changed
response
types from the two sets was
compared.
For this comparison a shift
from the hyperresponder to
perseverator types was not defined
as a
change.
Of the original normative
responders, 30^ (3/10) shifted to

another pattern at

5

months, whereas 78% (1Vl8)of the
non-optimal

group shifted into another response
type.

This difference was

significant (2=2.29. p<.01), indicating
that there was

a

greater

likelihood of change when the original
response pattern was not
optimal
Infants from the non-optimal category who
shifted moved most

frequently into the normative category (11/13).

became

a

One hyporesponder

hyperresponder, while another perseverator shifted to
the

hyporesponsive group.

Of the three normative responders who changed,

two became hyporesponders while the third became

a

perseverator.

Description of Developmental Outcome

Data related to the following questions will be presented
in this

section:

1)

do HR and MR infants show developmental delay and less

advanced object play than LR infants, and 2) do the mothers of the

more at-risk infants treat their babies differently than do mothers
of more healthy infants?

Data concerning qualitative differences

in behavior and interaction with the mothers in the three groups of

infants are also presented.
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developmental outcome includes

1)

the infants' performance

on the Bayley exam.
2) their performance on
the Object Exploration
task and 3) an analysis of
who was present in the home
and how the
infants' time was spent there.
Additional comparisons of the
groups
are made of the infants'
behaviors during testing, the
infants' state

organization, and the affective
tone of the mother-infant dyads.
These components of outcome are
presented below.

Bayley test performance and object
exploration task
Group means for the Bayley Mental
Development Index (MDI) and

Psychomotor Development Index (PDI) are
presented
rows of Table 5.

in the

first two

These scores are based upon age from
date of birth,

that is. uncorrected for the degree of
prematurity.

Developmental

quotients based upon age from due date, that
is. corrected for the

degree of prematurity at birth, are presented
and PDIC. respectively).

Row

5

in

rows

3

and

4

(MDIC

presents mean scores for the Object

Exploration Task.

Moderate- and HR infants were found to be developmentally
delayed
relative to the LR infants, and the former tended to show less
advanced schemes in their object play.

A

series of one-way analyses

of variance (ANOVA) was performed comparing the three groups on the
five measures of developmental outcome.

The uncorrected MDI and PDI

scores reliably distinguished the risk groups (F(2. 40)=20.
75, p<.001
and F(2,40)=6.24, p<.005.

for MDI and PDI. respectively), while

corrected scores did not (F(2,40) = .74 and .69, NS. for MDIC and PDIC.
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TABLE

5

MENTAL TEST PERFORMANCE IN
THREE GROUPS
Low-Risk

Moderate-Risk

(LR)

High-risk

(MR)

(HR)

74.00
12.56

66.50

16.84

111. 12

83.92

17.92

18. 12

76.73
14.55

MDIC[c]
Mean
SD

112.33
18.50

112.31
17.64

104. 17

12.56

PDICCd]
Mean
SD

122.71
17.03

119.62
16.40

115.36
15.38

4.92
1.47

4.54
1.28

MDI[a]
Mean
SD

PDICb]
Mean
SD

99.94

Object Exploration
Mean
6.06
SD
2.24

Group
Pi f ferences

LR>HR»»»

12.91

LR>MR *
LR>HR *»

LR>HR(*)

[a]MDI=Mental Development Index
Cb]PDI=Psychomotor Development Index
Cc]MDIC=Mental Development Index, corrected for degree of
prematurity.
[d]PDIC=Psychomotor Development Index, corrected for degree of
prematurity.
(»)

p<.10
p<.05
**
p<.01
»»» p<.001
*
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respectively)
.

MDI,

PDI.

Pairwise comparisons a.ong
the three groups of the

and Object Exploration
scores are summarized in
Table

5.

Low-risk infants scored
significantly higher than MR
and HR groups on
the uncorrected MDI and PDI.
Group differences on the
Object

Exploration task scores were marginally
significant (F(2. 35)=2.
£=.07).

76,

Pairwise comparisons indicated that
the differences between

LR and HR infants approached
significance on the Object Exploration

measure.

There were no differences on any of
the indices between MR

and HR groups.

Play with objects involves the
hierarchical integration of

simple schemes into complex schemes (Piaget,

1952).

Such a

progression is dependent upon cognition and
neuromotor maturation.
Clearly these are not mutually exclusive
processes.

The question

arises, was the relatively poorer performance
of the MR and HR groups

due to

a

general immaturity or was there some lack of cognitive

operations with equal neuromotor maturity?

An

effort was made to

distinguish these two aspects of functioning by performing

a

content

analysis of relevant Bayley items.
The cube items from the Bayley offer

complex schemes.

a

sequence of increasingly

Once the infant grasps the cube, he/she can

progress towards reaching for the second cube while holding the
first, transferring the cube from one hand to the other and so on.

Pr9gression along the sequence illustrates the hierarchical

integration of simple schemes into more complex actions.

The

progression is not independent of maturational forces, particularly
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at the early ages under
study.

It

does however, permit us to
observe

the development of sensory-motor
cognition In the three risk
groups.

Neuromotor maturity was assessed
by the Bayley motor items
describing the development of neat
pinoer and midline skill,
infants

of all ages are motivated to grasp
the red cubes from the Bayley,
or
may perhaps be persuaded to attempt
to pick up the pellet; matura-

tional differences In the quality
of the grasp, however, from

primitive ulnar-palraer scooping to
neat pincer, are striking to
observe.
An

illustration of the three risk groups'
percentage of failures

on the cube items is presented in Table
6.

Examination of the items

in terms of hierarchical complexity
suggests that the groups did not

differ on the simpler items, such as picks up
cube, retains two
cubes, and retains 2/3 cubes offered.

Low-risk infants appeared to

do better than other groups in goal -directed
activity, for example,
in reaching for the second cube (while holding
the first), attempting
to secure three cubes (while holding two), and
uncovering the cube.

The latter is an early object permanence task, and
represents an

apical achievement of the first eight months, which probably accounts
for the high number of failures.

Thus when examined in terms of

hierarchical complexity, LR infants showed some cognitive superiority
over the other groups.
Table 7 presents the percentage of failures in each group on the
pincer and midline transfer items.

The percentage of failures

TABLE

6

PERCENTAGE OF FAILURES ON BAYLEY
CUBE ITEMS
Low-risk

Moderate-risk

High-risk

16.6

15.3

16.6

Retains 2 cubes(56) 44.4

41.6

33.3

Reaches for
second cube(64)

38.8

61.5

66.6

Picks up cube
deftly(70)

27.7

61.5

90.0

93.7

92.3

91.6

Attempts to secure
3 cubes(82)

93.7

iqO

100

Uncovers cube(86)

88.2

100

100

Unwraps cube(96)

100

10O

lOQ

Picks up cube(54)

Retains 2/3 cubes
^"^"^^

Note.
Percentages are based upon the performance of 18 low-risk,
moderate-risk, and 12 high-risk infants.
Numbers in parentheses
correspond to item numbers on the Bayley Mental Development Index.
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TABLE 7

PERCENTAGE OF FAILURES ON NEAT
PINCER AND MIDLINE TRANSFER
ITEMS
Low-risk

Moderate-risk

High-risk

0

0

5.8

75

25.0

Unilateral reach

23.5

30.7

41.6

Transfers object
hand-to-hand

11.1

15^3

33.3

Radial-digital

77.8

84.6

72.7

Inferior pincer

70.5

92.3

91.6

Midline skill

87.5

92.3

91.6

100

100

Ulnar-palmer

Radial-palmer

Meat pincer

Note

0

1

00

Percentages are based upon

12 high-risk infants.

18

low-risk,

13 moderate-risk, and
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appeared consistently to reflect
perinatal risk, with the
group
Showing the highest percentage
of failures, followed by MR
and LR
groups, respectively.

m

In

summary, it would appear that
in accounting for the
delayed

object play of the more compromised
groups, both

a

lack of

hierarchical integration and relative
neuromotor immaturity are
implicated.

The ability to accommodate
multiple actions into

a

single more complex scheme is dependent
upon facility with the simple
actions.

Low-risk infants clearly showed more
facility with the

simpler schemes than the other subjects,
as seen in the item "picks

of cube deftly and directly", which would
allow them to proceed on

to

more complicated action sequences.

Description of
In

tine

home environment

describing the home environment we were interested

in

how the

mother structured her baby's surround and particularly,
whether

mothers of the more at-risk infants treated their babies
differently
than mothers of LR infants.

For example, did mothers of the more at-

risk infants engage in physical contact with their infants as
much as

mothers of LR infants.

A number of investigators

1976; Lozoff, Brittenham, Trause,

(Klaus and Kennell,

Kennell, and Klaus,

1977) have

suggested that prolonged separation during the newborn period, such
as MR and HR infants experienced, has

mother-infant relationship.

a

detrimental impact upon the

One of the indices used to reach this

conclusion was the amount of physical contact shown by the mothers
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toward their Infants during

a

pediatric exa„.

„Uh separated .others
tending to show less contact and
comforting behavior than unseparated
mothers (Klaus and Kennell, 1976).
Data from the Time-Sampled
Observation were used to address

these issues.

Proportion scores, based upon the
total number of

windows, were derived describing

1)

topic, or what went on during the

observations, 2) persons present in the room
during the observations,
and 3) location of baby (where or
with whom the infant was).

Group

comparisons were made of the proportion of
time spent in each of the

categories coded for these three events, using
1-way ANOVAs.
Additionally, as proportion scores tend to have
non-normal

distributions, transformations of these data were
made, and the
groups were compared in their transformed proportion
scores, using 1-

way ANOVAs.

The transformation was of the form Y

root(Y)), recommended by Myers (1972).

'

= arcsin(square

Group differences estimated

by the raw proportion scores and by the transformed
scores were

essentially the same.

As the

distributions of the transformed scores

better met the assumptions underlying the F-test, i.e.. normality and

homogeneity of variance across groups. F-values of the transformed
scores will be reported in the text.
Topic

.

Five major topics were noted during the observations:

1)

testing by examiner (including the Bayley and Object Exploration
task)

.

2)

maternal interview

diapers or feeding).

4)

.

3)

caretaking of baby (either changing

soothing the baby (in response to some fussy

period), and unstructured conversation or 5) freeplay

.

The average

75

percentage of time spent in each
of the topics is presented

in

Table

8.

The first two categories were
essentially imposed by the

examiners and were considered to
represent structured time.

Moderate-risk infants spent the greatest
proportion of time being
tested (F(2,39)=2.74. p=.07).

This proportion was significantly

higher than was true of HR infants
(t(39)=2.25. p<.05) but was only

marginally different from LR infants
(t(39)=1.7l, p<.io).
This result is complicated by the fact
that home visits with the
MR infants were shorter (on the average)
than the home visits of

other groups (average length of visit was
3.1, 2.7. and 3.0 hours in
LR,

MR,

and HR groups, respectively).

observational windows

x

Using the number of

the proportion of time spent in testing

(during the time-sampled observations), it was
possible to estimate

how many actual minutes were spent in testing among the three
groups,
from the time E2 began observing.

There were no group differences in

actual length of testing time (mean number of minutes were
5.8, 5.6,
and 6.5 in LR, MR, and HR groups, respectively).

The difference is

important for methodological reasons, however, because it indicates
that there was an over-representation of behavior during testing for
the MR group.
In

retrospect, visits in this group tended to go more smoothly

than in the other groups, with MR infants being awake when mother

expected them to be (in time for E's arrival), and falli^ng asleep

TABLE

8

PERCENTAGE OF TIME SPENT ON VARIOUS
TOPICS

Low-Risk

Testing

Interview
Caretaking
Soothe

Freeplay

Moderate-Risk

High-Risk

45.94

67.38

37.83

3.06

4.31

4.33

17.94

6.54

32.42

8.34

3.85

1.75

24.76

18.00

20.50
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soon after the structured
testing.

Once the .ost overt agenda
was

completed (i.e.. Bayley and
habituation testing) it was
difficult for
the E's to impose further
observations of the families without
making
mother self-conscious.
It was this examiner's
impression that HR

infants were less predictable,
sometimes falling asleep before
the
examiners arrived.
LR infants appeared to be
regular if left alone
with mother, but once the examiners
arrived, seemed to rally to stay
awake, as if afraid that they would
miss something.

It

is possible

that the differences in proportion
of time spent testing may reflect

more regularity in state cycling in
the MR infants.

There were no

group differences in proportion of time
spent interviewing mother.
Group differences were apparent in caretaking
(F(2, 39) = 3.
£<.05).

93,

HR infants received the highest
percentage, followed by LR

and MR, respectively.

Pairwise comparisons indicated that the

proportion of caretaking of the HR infants were significantly
higher
than that of the MR group (t(39) = 2. 80,
2.<.01) but only marginally

higher than that of the LR infants (t(39) = 1.72,
p<.10).

There were

no group differences in amount of soothing or of freeplay.

Persons present
included:
E),

2)

1)

mother

.

The categories coded for "persons present"

experimenter only (mother leaves baby in the room with
,

3)

father

was most frequently

a

,

4)

sibling

,

5)

friend, or 6) other (this

member of the extended family).

These

categories were not mutually exclusive; no effort was made to code
what combination of persons were present.

Group means for the

percentage of time various persons were present are listed

in

Table
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9.

The most striking group
difference was in presence of
rnother
(F(2.39)=6.61, p<.005).
Mothers of HR and MR babies were
virtually

always present, whereas mothers
of the LR infants occasionally
left
their infants alone (8.47 percent).
These differences were

statistically reliable when evaluated by
pairwise comparisons (MR>LR.
t(39)=3.24. £<.005, and HR>LR, t(39)=2.86.
p<.01).
Ihe overall group

comparison of presence of examiner only
was marginally significant
(F(2,39)=2.97. £=.06); however, it
is interesting to note that MR

infants were never left alone with
(3.58 percent).

E,

and HR infants were rarely left

Low-risk infants were not frequently left
with

but this did occur.

E,

Pairwise comparisons indicated that the in-

cidence was significantly higher than was true of MR
infants
(t(39)=2.41, p<.025) but was not reliably different
from HR infants
(t(39) = 1. 35,

NS).

Siblings were most often present in MR infants' homes
(F(2.39)=U.30, p<.025; MR>LR and HR, t(39)=2.29 and
2.76, p<.05 and

£<.01, respectively).

A marginal

finding was that friends were more

often present in MR infants' homes (F(2, 39)=2. 52, p<.10; MR>LR,
t(39)=2.

19,

p<.05).

There were no reliable group differences in presence of father.
He was present 25% of the time in MR and HR groups, and

time in the LR group.

present

14,

12,

14^ of the

Although not significant. Other persons were

and 7% of the time in the HR, MR, and LR groups.

TABLE

9

HEAN PERCENTAGE OF TIME
VARIOUS PERSONS WERE PRESENT
Low-Ri sk

Mother

Examiner only
Father

Siblings
Fr lend

Other

Moderate-Risk

High-Risk

73.58

97.46

95. 17

8.47

0.00

3.58

14. 18

25.31

25.75

13.94

41.84

3.83

0.00

14.08

2.75

7.41

12.31

13.92
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respectively.

Taken together, these findings
suggest that there was

more extensive social support
system present in the more at-risk
infants' homes during our visits
a

than was true for the LR infants.

Location of the baby

.

For this event note was made
of who the

baby was with (held by mother,
father, or other) or where the
infant
was Situated (sofa, floor, infant
seat, or other infant apparatus

including walker, playpen, swing,
or jumper).

Mean percentages in

each group for the various categories
are presented in Table

10.

Although the overall group ANOVA for held
by mother was not
significant (F(2. 39)=2. 23, p=.10) pairwise
comparisons indicated that
HR infants were held more by mother than
were their LR counterparts

(t(39)=2.

11,

p<.05).

This finding is in direct contrast to other

reports (Klaus and Kennell,
in the percent

1976).

No group differences were found

of time infants were held by father or an other

person.

Group differences were found in the percentage of time the

babies spent on the floor (F(2, 39)=3. 09, p=.05).

Low-risk infants

spent the greatest proportion of time there, significantly more than
the HR infants did (t(39)=2.45, £<.025) but not more than the MR

infants (t^(39) = 87, NS).
.

There were no group differences in the

remaining categories of sofa, infant seat, or other apparatus

.

These findings suggest that mothers of the more premature

infants may be somewhat more protective of their infants, tending to

keep them in close physical contact, and are less likely to allow them
the autonomy of exploring and playing on the floor.

In contrast,

TABLE 10

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF TIME
SPENT IN VARIOUS LOCATIONS
Low-Risk

Moderate-Risk

High-Risk

Held by Mother

44.94

59. o8

71.67

Held by Father

4.41

2.92

10.92

Held by Other

3.

06

.54

1.92

29.00

22.62

5.55

Sofa

5.53

4^52

1.00

Infant Seat

2.82

9.35

0.00

10.06

o.OO

9.25

Floor

Other
Apparatus
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.others of LR infants appear
more confident of their
babies'
abilities; they were willing
to leave the infants on
the floor, they
engaged in less physical
contact, and they were occasionally
willing
to leave their infants
alone with the examiner.

One might

hypothesize that the more premature
infants were less attractive, and
stayed with mother because no
one else wanted to hold them;
however,
held by other was not a frequently
occurring category in any of the
groups and did not follow a systematic
pattern in relation to risk
status.
The increased time spent in caretaking
among HR infants suggests

that these infants required more
nurturance, in

during the course of the visit.
more contact from the mother.

a

literal sense,

Such infants may thus have elicited
In

contrast to their more traumatized

counterparts, MR infants did not apparently require
more feeding, yet
their mothers maintained close surveillance of
them nonetheless.

State organization of the infant
We had anticipated that at 5 1/2 months of
age the HR and MR

infants would show less sustained periods of alertness and
more
frequent swings in state, indicating greater immaturity than the LR

subjects.

In

addition to more frequent cycling between states, it

was anticipated that the more at-risk infants would show less

sustained concentration during their alert periods.
However, one-way ANOVAs comparing the percentage of time the
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babies were in drowsy, wakeful,
and cranky states during
the ti.esampling periods failed to
demonstrate any differences between
the
groups.
Similarly, two measures of state
lability, number of state
swings during the observations and
number of state swings during the
total visit, failed to distinguish
between the groups.

There were not enough observational
windows to evaluate duration

of alertness during structured versus
unstructured tasks.
indirect measure of sustained concentration
was available

An
in

the

number of breaks taken during the course
of administering the Bayley
exam.

High-risk infants, as

a

group, did require more pauses during

the Bayley test (mean number of breaks was
1.0,

.69,

and

.47 in HR,

MR and LR groups, respectively), but these
group differences were not

statistically reliable (F(2, 39)=1.

32,

NS).

Thus, the hypotheses

concerning qualitative differences between the groups in
state

organization were not supported by the indices used.

Behavior during testing
Group comparisons of behavior during tasks requiring

concentration were available from the Bayley Infant Behavior Record
(IBR).

It

was expected that the more at-risk infants would show less

extensive attention
during testing.

As

,

less goal -directed behavior, and less endurance
part of the HR infants' difficulty in maintaining

attentional processes it was anticipated that more at-risk infants
would be more reactive

,

demonstrate more negative emotional tone, and

be less responsive to the examiner.

Because of the at-risk infant's

8U

increased risk of neurological
involvement, we further anticipated
that the more compromised
infants would be more hypertonic
and less
coordinated in fine and gross
motor skills than would the LR
infants.
A series of one-way
ANOVAs compared the three
groups on the IBR

measures.

only reliable group effect was
in fine and gross motor
Skills (F(2,36)=7.60, p<.002.
and F(2, 36)=5. 23. p=.01,
respectively),
7T.e

with LR infants showing better
coordination than both MR and HR

groups (t(36)=3.34 and 3.22, p<.005,
for LR versus MR and LR versus
HR. respectively, in fine motor
coordination and t(36)=2.95 and 2.44,

P<.02 for LR versus MR and LR versus HR, respectively,
in gross motor
skill).

Infants were judged as having poor
coordination if they

showed tremor or jerkiness in their movements,
or if their grasp was

slow to be completed.

Qualitative descriptions of individual in-

fants' behavior during testing are supplied
in Appendix

E.

Affective tone of the mother-infant dyad
Based upon research on the effects of early separation
(Klaus
and Kennell,

1976) and mother-infant interactions among preterm

infants (DiVitto and Goldberg,

1979; Field.

1977) we anticipated less

harmonious interactions in mother-infant pairs from the more at risk
groups.

In

particular, it was expected that mothers of the MR and HR

preterms would show less positive affect when interacting with their
infants, and would be less contingently responsive to their infant's

signals.

Additionally, it was anticipated that examiners and mothers

would describe these groups as more difficult than LR infants.
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Examiner ratings and the Carey
Infant Temperament Questionaire
(CITQ) were used to explore
these issues.
A series of 1-way ANOVAs

comparing the risk groups on Maternal
Affect, Maternal Responsivity
Infant Reactivity, and Infant Mood
failed to indicate any group

differences.

Thus, the examiners did not perceive
mothers of the

more at-risk infants to be less positive

in

their interactions, or

less contingently responsive to their
babies, nor were the infants

perceived as more being reactive or more
negative in mood.
The CITQ was scored following the
directions of Carey and

McDevitt (unpublished manuscript), yielding
the temperament

designations of easy, difficult, slow-to-warm-up and
intermediate.
Low cell frequencies did not permit

a

Chi Square comparison; however,

distributions among the temperament types were similar among the
three groups (see Table 11).

As

an alternative analysis, the five

cluster scores that are used to make the difficult/easy
distinction

were compared using

a

repeated measures ANOVA, with risk group as the

between-subjects variable.

This analysis failed to yield

a

Groups X

Cluster interaction, indicating that the groups did not differ along
the easy/difficult clusters.

Thus mothers of the more at-risk infants

did not rate their infants as more difficult than did mothers of the
LR group.

The examiner ratings were based upon

a

summative judgement made

after spending an afternoon or morning with infant and mother.

It

an open question whether or not dyads from the more at-risk groups

would have looked different on

a

more microanalytic basis, as Field

is

TABLE

11

NUMBER OF CASES IN THE EASY DTR tt rr nr t oi^,, ^«
DIFFICULT, SLOW-TO-WARM-UP
(SWU)
IJr. ...
AND
INTERMEDIATE CATEGORIES
*

Easy

Low-risk

Moderate-risk
High-risk

4

1

3

Difficult

SWU

Intermediate

3

1

6

3

3

2

2

1

6
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(1977) and Klaus and Kennell
(1976) have suggested.

Neurological dysfunction
should be noted that one infant
from the HR group was
definitively diagnosed as having
cerebal palsy.
This infant had
It

shown pervasive increased tone
in the newborn period;
results of

a

CAT scan performed at that time
indicated atrophy of white matter,

particulary in the occipital region.
retrolentinal fibroplasia

(1

A

newborn eye exam revealed

degree severity).

At

follow-up the

infant was receiving occupational therapy
and in spite of increased
tone, was able to interact appropriately
with objects when placed on

his side (the infant was able to grasp
and mouth objects, and was

beginning to acquire midline coordination when
seen).
Two additional infants from the HR group also
showed increased

tone at

1/2 months, but the neurologist following the infants
would

5

not make

a

definite diagnosis of cerebal palsy, adopting

a

"wait and

see" attitude.

Concerns about neurological functioning were expressed by our
own examiners for twa LR, one MR, and four HR infants.

Examiners

were concerned when they saw atypical posturing, asymmetries in
reflex responding, extreme irritability, or pervasive increased tone
in the

infants.

Concern for the hearing of one MR baby was

indicated
The majority of MR and HR infants were being followed by

Baystate Medical Center's High-Risk Infant Follow-up Project.

Concerns were cor,mun Icated to
the follow-up team or
to the infant':
pediatrician

fliedictin^

Outc^

The final question addressed
in this study was whether
it is

possible to predict outcome on the
basis of neonatal status.

In

particular, we sought to determine if
knowledge of neonatal behavior
added significantly to knowledge of
medical status in predicting

outcome.
In

The Bayley MDI was used as the 5
1/2-month outcome measure,

solving the regression problem with so few
subjects, it was

necessary to use as few variables in the
equation as possible.

The

rationale for the choice of medical and behavioral
predictor
variables is provided below.

Choice of medical predictors
The three summary scores from the Parmelee checklist,
obstetric

complications (OCS), prenatal complications (PCS), and total score
(TOT), were all correlated with one another and with 5-month
outcome.

Table 12 presents the intercorrelation of the medical indices and
their simple correlation with 5-month MDI.

The PCS score was most

strongly related to outcome of the three
indices (adjusted R-square

of PCS with MDI

=.

3324).

Postnatal complications were also compared

to the OCS score without TOT.

The OCS score failed to add

significant contribution beyond PCS alone (F(

1 ,

40) = 3. 26,

a

p<.10).

Therefore, PCS was selected as the medical variable included in
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E

12

CORRELATION OF OBSTETRIC (OC
), POSTNATAL (PCS), AND TOTAL
COMPLICATIONS SCALES (TOT) WITH
5 1/2 -MONTH MENTAL DEVELOPMENT
(MDI)
PCS

PCS

TOT

PCS

.5866

TOT

.9026

.7772

MDI

.5243

.5902

.

5691

.2748

.

3483

.

3238

R-SQUARE

Note.

43 cases were includ ed

this analysis.
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subsequent regression equations
and compared with behavior.

^Q^gg 2l behavioral predictors
Two assessments had been
used to characterize the
infants'

behavior in the newborn period,

l^ese were cardiac responses
shown

to the dishabituation stimulus
and the Neonatal Behavioral
Assessment

Scales (NBAS).

Response types shown to the dishabituation
stimulus

were coded into dummy variables for entry
into the equation.

For the

NBAS, a combination of the author's
"best guess" and factor scores

derived from larger samples tested with the
NBAS were used.
not possible to perform

lack of

a

a

It

was

factor analysis with the current sample
for

sufficient number of cases.

Based upon earlier work examining the relationship
between the

NBAS and 4-month MDI outcome (Sameroff et al.,

1978), the author's

best guess of the most important items from the NBAS
was the following:

1)

sum of all scales describing state arousal (i.e., peak
of

excitement, rapidity of buildup, irritability, and activity),

2)

predominant state during the exam, and 3) motor maturity (single
item)

.

When these variables were considered as

Parmelee PCS score, they predicted

outcome (F(4, 34)=1

6. 86,

p=.001).

a

a

group including the

significant proportion of the

However, the amount of increment

provided by the behavioral measure beyond PCS alone was not sig-

nificant (F(3, 34) = 55)
.

.

Comparing unadjusted R-square it was found

that the behavioral predictors contributed 2.8% additional variance
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beyond PCS.

When adjusted B-3,uare3,
which consider n»ber of cases
relative to number of predictor
variables, were considered the
amount
Of increment was found to be 0.
Thus the "best guess" for important
dimensions of the NBAS added nothing
beyond knowledge of postnatal

medical condition.
One problem with the above solution
was that predominant state
and Arousal were highly correlated

(R = .6012).

Therefore predominant

state was dropped in further analyses.
In

used.

the next approach summary factor
scores from the NBAS were

Factor analyses of the NBAS have typically
yielded

5

factors:

orientation, arousal, habituation, maturity and tonus
(Horowitz et
al.,

1978; Kaye,

1978; Sameroff et al

.

1978).

Orientation and

arousal typically have the most consistent pattern
of loadings from

NBAS scale items across samples.

Habituation is not always included

in factor analyses due to the large degree
of missing data associated

with the habituation scale items.

When included in analyses,

however, it generally has relatively stable loadings across
samples,

consisting of the habituation scale items.

The motor maturity factor

is less consistent, alternately loading with the scale item tonicity

(and labelled "vigor" by Kaye,

1978) or with the tremulousness scale

(and labelled "maturity" by Sameroff et al

.

,

1978).

Tonicity

consistently is composed of the motor tonus and pull-to-sit scale
items.

Additional scale items loading on this last factor have been

found to vary depending upon the infant's predominant state (Sameroff
et al.,

1978).
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For the present study

a

conservative set of scale items
was used

to represent the various
factors.

T^e factor score titles and

individual NBAS scale items used
for deriving the score are
listed
below.
Scale items indicated were
simply summed for each infant
to

derive summary factor scores.
Arousal

= Peak of excitement + Rapidity
of Buildup
+ Irritability + Activity.

Alertness

sum of all orientation items and
Alertness.

=

Habituation

=

Motor Maturity

Tonicity

=

sum of all
=

4

habituation items.

single Motor Maturity scale item.

Pull-to-sit + Tonus.

These five summary scores were considered
as

without the cardiac response types in
predicting

a

5

group with and
1/2 -month outcome.

Additionally, the contribution of response types
alone was also
examined in the regression problem.
presented in Table

13.

It

A

summary of these analyses is

should be noted that all predictor

variables, including PCS, were included in the regression
analysis as
a

group.

The overall F-test listed evaluates whether the portion
of

variance explained by the group explains

variability associated with outcome.

a

significant amount of

The second F-test listed

evaluates whether the portion of variance explained by the group of
behavioral measures is significant after removing the portion
explained by PCS.
In

summary, observed behavior added relatively little to

knowledge of medical status in the prediction of

5

1/2-month MDI.
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TABLE 13

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ANALYSES
COMPARING BFHAVTnR
TO MEDICAL STATUS IN PREDICTING
5 1/2-MON^H

MEN?aTdeVELOPMENT

Group'''
roup

tzii'
test

icirr T'lTr
Tot[b]
PCS[a]

''^"^^^^ '^^"^^^^^ ^^^^
^-^-t
R-square R-square Adjusted Tot-PCS
Tot
R-square

-

-^'^2

Facto^
V'C--''''
Scores+ p<.005
Response
Types

-5'^'

-3799

F(8,,4) =
1.65,

NS

(n=24)

.4972

.6933

.

F(4,35)= .3772
Response 7 22
Types
p<.001

.4520

.3689

Factor
Scores

^;^^^;8)=

3296

.591

1

.0939

F(5.18) =

.3060

.3894

.0834

F(3.35)-

.3330

.3348

.0018

F(1,37)=

p<.001

(n=25)

PCS*

(n=40)

PCS +
Arousal

F(2,37)= .3672
10.81,

p<.001

[a] PCS = Postnatal Complications Scale.
[b] TOT = Total variable group.

*

10 *

NS
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The combination of all

5
:>

NBA«; fanf^..
iNOAb
t actor

^
scores
seemed to offer the

greatest contribution, adding
9% explained variance beyond
PCS.
even this portion is only
marginally significant. Considering

Yet

cardiac response types alone
contributed 8.3%, also nonsignificant.

Each of the behavioral measures
chosen was related to

month outcome.

Table 14 presents

a

behavioral variables. PCS. and MDI.
did not contribute

a

5

1/2-

correlation matrix for all
Yet consideration of each singly

significant portion of explained variance.

The

Arousal score, which had the highest
simple correlation with MDI. was
found to add nothing in explained
variance beyond PCS.

It

is the

interaction of the various dimensions of
newborn behavior that do
best
But what are orthogonal dimensions of
behavior in the preterm

neonate?

It is not clear that our choice of
summary measures from

the NBAS, guided by other samples' factor
solutions, is appropriate
for this group of preterm infants.

Arousal and Motor Maturity, for

example, are correlated, suggesting that they do not
represent

independent aspects of behavior.

Multicolinearity is

a

major problem

in the regression analyses, and tends to diminish the
proportion of

variance added by the behavioral measures.

Nonetheless, accepting

the limitations of the regression analyses, we can conclude that

knowledge of postnatal complications is relatively more important in
explaining outcome at
behavior.

5

1/2-months than is knowledge of newborn
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TABLE

m

CORRELATION OF NEWBORN VARIABLES
WITH
5 1/2-WONTH MENTAL DEVELOPMENT
PCS[a]

PCS
AROUSE
MOTMAT
ALERT
TONUS
HABIT
NORM
HYPER
PERSEV
MDI[c]

NORM
HYPER
PERSEV
MDI

*

AROUSE

.

0000
6749*

.

1171

.

198^4

1.

MOTMAT[b] ALERT

3827
.3347
.2179
-. 3230
-.0749
.7236*

1.0000
.0788
.0794
.5106»
. 3770
.2197
-. 3256
-.0799
.5474*

.1195
-.2295

Norm

Hyper

Persev

1.000
-.2673
-.2413

1.0000
-.2700

.

1.000
-.2673

-.5000»
3728
.

HABIT

1.0000
1975
.0522
-.0356
.

-.2988
-. 1065

p<.05

[a] PCS = Postnatal Complications Score.
[b] MOTMAT = Motor Maturity.

[c] MDI = Mental

TONUS

Development Index.

1.0000
.0295
. 1456
-.0410
-.4541*
.0820
.2364

1.0000
.3190
.1388
.

1590

-.2777
.3985

1.0000
.0877
-.2203
-.0438
.5258*
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Summary of Major Results
Cardiac responses to the rattle
series failed to indicate any
group differences in latency
or magnitude of response.
However, only
LR infants were able to
modulate responses over trials,
showing

evidence of habituation.
There was no stability from the
newborn to five-month periods in

individual differences in reaction
tendencies.

Support was found

however, for the supposition that
infants showing non-optimal

patterns in the newborn period were more likely
to change than were
infants with optimal newborn responses;

thus what change did occur

was in the direction of greater "normality".
Using uncorrected Bayley scores. MR and HR
infants were delayed

relative to LR infants.

Compromised infants tended to show less

advanced object play.

High-risk infants' mothers spent more time caregiving
and
holding their babies than did other mothers.

Mother was almost

always present in the MR and HR infants' homes, whereas LR infants'

mothers occasionally left their babies alone with the examiner.

Low-

risk infants were given more floor freedom than were the other risk

groups.
State and Carey temperament data failed to reveal group

differences in the proportion of time spent in wakeful versus fussy
periods or in easy/difficult dimensions.

Neither were there group

differences in examiners' ratings in infant mood and reactivity or
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mother's affect and contingent
responsivity
Behavior during testing,
measured by the Bayley Infant
Behavior
Rating (IBR). failed to
reveal qualitative differences
in behavior
except in fine and gross
motor skills.

Moderate- and high-risk

infants appeared less coordinated
than LR infants.
In

terms of neurological status,
one infant was definitely

diagnosed as having cerebal palsy
(CP), while

2

other infants showed

signs of the disorder but were not
definitely diagnosed as having CP.
A fourth infant appeared
neurologically suspect to the examiners
but
had not been evaluated by a neurologist.

Predicting outcome from newborn status
revealed the following:

of the medical sum scores, postnatal
complications did better than
obstetrical complications in predicting 5-month
mental status (MDI);
behavioral indices failed to add

variance in explaining
complications.

5

a

significant proportion of the

1/2-month MDI beyond postnatal

However, problems of multicolinearity and small

sample size indicate that one should be cautious
in interpreting the
latter result.

CHAPTER

IV

DISCUSSION

The present study examined
consistency of response tendencies

from the newborn to

5

l/2-n,onth age periods assessed

habituation paradigm, asking

1)

in an

to what extent were group
differences

stable over time and 2) when change
occurred, in what direction did
it shift?

Two additional components included
in the study were more

exploratory in nature.

These were

1)

a

description of the infants'

developmental outcome and of the infants'
caregiving environment, and
2) prediction of 5 1/2-month mental

status from newborn medical and

behavioral variables.
The general discussion section is
organized as follows:

initially

I

will comment on the infants' reaction tendencies
observed

in the habituation paradigm.

Following this,

I

shall discuss the

infants' mental status, evaluated with the Bayley and
Object

Exploration Task.

Next,

I

will focus on the environment, with

special attention given to the ways in which mothers from the
various

risk groups differentially handled their infants.

The fourth section

will focus on the mother and infant in transaction, and offer

a

theoretical perspective on why the mother and infant behaved as they
did.

Finally,

newborn to

5

I

will address the lack of predictability from the

1/2 -month period and consider the role of behavioral

exams in intervention studies of the infant born at-risk.
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Characteriz^^hinn. of the
Infants

Cardiac responding
The group differences in
cardiac responsivity at

5

1/2 months

were subtle compared to the
striking differences in reactivity
noted
in the newborn period.

Moderate- and high-risk infants had
largely

"caught up" to LR infants in the
regulation of cardiac arousal to
single rattle presentations.
This was evident in group data,
which
failed to reveal differences in
magnitude, latency, or duration of

response to initial rattle trials, and
in measures of individual

differences in responding.

All groups showed shorter latencies
to

respond and greater ability to inhibit
cardiac accelerations on

a

given trial in comparison to cardiac responses
observed in the

newborn period.

Improvement was more radical among infants who had

been extreme responders in the newborn
period.

This result might be

expected from the general tendency of extremes to
regress towards the
mean.

In

the case of the three risk groups, such

result suggests

a

that in addition to the normative process of
maturation, MR and HR

groups have additionally shown considerable recovery since the

newborn period.
The marginal finding of an inversion of the tendency to be
fast versus slow responder is intriguing given the

a

priori

hypothesis that the protective barrier would be lifted when the
infant's CNS no longer needed to defend itself from stimulus

overload.

However, the data are not strong enough to accept or

a
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reject the hypothesis; future
research will hopefully clarify
the
suggestion that such a mechanism may
be operating.
TUe data clearly
do not support the notion that early
cardiac arousal is directly
predictive, that is. in

a

linear fashion, of later cardiac
respon-

sivity.
Bell, Weller and Waldrop (1971)
explored individual differences
in reactivity from the newborn
to preschool periods in a sample
of

normal, healthy children and found some
evidence for an inversion of
initial response tendencies.

Newborns who showed large behavioral

responses to low levels of tactile stimulation
tended to be quiet,
inhibited preschoolers.

Conversely, newborn who were relatively more

hyporesponsive tended to be gregarious, out-going and
active
preschoolers.

A

subsequent attempt to replicated this finding by

Yang and Moss (1978) suggested that there was not an
inversion per
se, but rather a tendency of extreme responders to
shift towards the

mean of the group over time.

Data concerning response types to the

dishabituation stimulus from the present project illustrate

a

similar

tendency of extreme responders to become more normative from birth to
5

1/2 months.

Measures of latency to peak response and response

duration measures were only suggestive of an inversion of response
characteristics, the adaptive significance of which is not obvious.
Study of observed behavioral approach to novel situation, as done by
Bell et al., and Yang and Moss, in combination with measures of

cardiac reactivity should provide greater clarity about what sort of

adaptations and changes are occurring from birth to infancy and later
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age periods.
Verbal reports from mothers
of the more compromised infants
indicated that improvements in
physiological regulation were often
relatively recent. The three most
extreme cases of physiological

upset came from the HR group.

Mothers of these infants reported
that

their infants had stopped crying 10-14
hours per day and had begun

sleeping through the night two months
prior to our visit.
ended at around
from due date.

5

Thus colic

months from date of birth (DOB) or three
months

Onset of colic was described as beginning
from the

time the infant left the hospital (5-10
weeks from DOB or roughly at
term).

Additional cases of colic and waking in the
night were noted

in the other groups,

but were not described as being so severe.

While there was improvement in inhibitory control among
the MR
and HR groups, their progress did not go as far
as that of the LR

infants, as reflected in their inability to habituate to
repeated

rattle trials.

Moderate- and high-risk infants might have shown

habituation if given more trials.

One HR infant, for instance, was

tested three times when examiners thought his cardiac signal had not
been recorded properly.

Response magnitude on the third series was

substantially less than that shown to initial rattle presentations;
however, by that time the infant had been exposed to 45 rattle
presentations!

It is also not clear whether the ability to habituate

would develop later in these infants or continue to be

area of functioning.

a

deficient
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Paradoxical pattern of responsivity.

observing these infants
as newborns, we had suggested
that the preterm showed a
paradoxical

quality in his responding.'

In

This consisted of an apparent
elevated

sensory threshold combined with

a

decreased defensive barrier.

These

characteristics left the newborn relatively
unavailable to external
stimulation. Further difficulty in
coping with stimulation was
evident in their failure to habituate.
applied to the

5

When the same framework is

1/2-month old infants we can see that the
elevated

sensory threshold, grossly assessed with the
70-dB rattle, was no
longer apparent.

Nor was there evidence of defensive
responding in

the form of state disruption, color changes,
or perseveration in

cardiac accelerations.

One characteristic that was consistent at

1/2 months was the MR and HR infants' lack of
habituation.

5

This

result suggests that the preterm infants continued to
show difficulties in coping with stimulus events compared to LR
controls.

Relationship to learning disabilities

.

Preterms have been

described as having attentional difficulties and being hyperactive
in
testing situations (Drillien,
Rider, Oppel and Harper,

1964; Weiner et al

1968).

.

,

1965; Weiner,

Other investigators have

characterized them as having sequencing problems and difficulty with
perceptual integration tasks (Caputo et al.,

1979).

One might

speculate that the attention deficit and hyperactivity result from an

inability to shut out sensory information over time, leading to increased distractibility by "nonessential" details and decreased

ability to attend selectively.

Such an attention deficit disorder,
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with or without hyperactivity,
would account in large part for
the
difficulties with perceptual integration
tasks noted in preterm
children by Caputo et al. (1978)
and account for the difficulties
learning disabled children have
with rote tasks and automaticity
(Ayres,

The lack of habituation at

1971).

5

1/2 months may be a

developmental precursor or anlage of later
difficulties with
selective attention and sequencing demands.

habituation in

a

The relationship between

sleeping infant and attentional processes in
middle

childhood has not been empirically demonstrated.
this connection we need to learn more about

1)

In

order to clarify

the relationship

between regulatory processes in sleep and behavior
in wakefullness
and 2) the developmental course of habituation
and selective

attention in normal populations.
Individual differences in reactivity

.

Support was not found for

stability of individual differences in reactivity from the newborn to
5

1/2-month age period.

In

contrast, extreme responders in the new-

born period tended to show more normative patterns at

There was less change
infants who showed

a

in

5

1/2 months.

the quality of response type over time among

normative pattern as newborns, but there was no

demonstration of significant stability in response magnitude from the
newborn to later period.
Individual differences in responsivity may not stabilize until
later point in development.

Kagan and his colleagues have reported

stability of both phasic and tonic components of heart rate

a
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variability fro™

8

months to 2 y.ar= (Kagan,
Kearsley and Zelazo,

E.de.s contention, that the
Infant undergoes two ™ajor
biobehavioral shifts at 2 and at
8 months (Ende. Gaensbauer
and Har.on.
1978).

1976), would suggest that „e should
not expect to see stability
until
after 8 months.

The lack of stability noted in
this sample is positive in that
the newborn patterns of responding,
which represented primitive means

of coping with stimulation, were
not as prevalent, presumably because
they were no longer necessary.

Rather than being

study of the

a

reliability of individual differences in
responding the study has
illustrated the effects of recovery, accompanied
by increased

availability to the surround and greater homeostatic
control.
Cognitive Performance

Deficits in MR and HR groups were apparent at

5

1/2 months in

the uncorrected Bayley Mental and Psychomotor
Indices.

Identifying

why these groups were relatively delayed is more
difficult to
ascertain.
1)

Possible mechanisms explored in the Results section were

cognitive deficit or delay, and 2) relative neuromotor dysfunction

or immaturity.

Performance on the Object Exploration Task and analy-

sis of the cube items from the Bayley both suggested that the more

compromised infants, particularly those from the HR group, had not
yet developed complex schemes for use with objects.

would tend to support

a

This result

cognitive deficit interpretation.

However,

general neuromotor immaturity was also present, which would influence
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the ease with which an
action would become automatic
enough to be
subs^ed into a more complex act.
Infant Behavior Ratings that
indicated poorer fine and gross
motor coordination among MR
and HR groups
offered further evidence of
relative neuromotor immaturity
among the

.ore compromised infants.

T^e implication of

a

neuromotor immaturity

finding is that the infants
should catch up some time in the
future,
an outcome that remains
to be verified empirically.

Differences in attention, motivation,
and experience with
objects, while not evaluated systematically
in the present study,

must also be recognized as influencing
cognitive performance.
"Reaches for second cube", item 64 on the
MDI, cannot be passed if
the infant fails to notice the second
cube.

Unfortunately,

distinctions such as this are not ordinarily
coded on the Bayley.
Some infants may have found the blocks or
pellet less compelling than
did others; additionally, some infants may have
attempted to mani-

pulate similar objects in the past and been
unsuccessful, which would

serve to diminish their motivation to try again in the
testing
context
In

retrospect, the MR group was the most difficult to read when

determining what was the upper limit of performance.

Moderate-risk

infants' attention to the tasks made them look as though they should
be successful with the higher-level Bayley items, and so examiners

tended to be more persistent in working with them.

Low-risk infants

on the other hand performed quickly and easily; once their ceiling

was reached they would lose interest or turn away, providing the
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examiner with clear failures in
performance.

High-risk infants as

well Showed clear failures when
their upper limit was reached.
In

terms of experience, infants
who were more accustomed to

block play or objects, in general,
would be more likely to be well-

practiced in appropriate "cube schemes".

The role of experience is

worth considering in this sample
because mothers of the more

compromised infants tended to allow their
babies less floor freedom
and kept them in closer proximity.

It

is possible that these mothers

limited their infants' opportunities to interact
with objects, which
would further influence cognitive performance.

Research on similar samples suggests that preterm
infants are

at-risk for neuromotor immaturity, learning disabilities,
and,
result found less consistently, language problems.
(1978) and Sostek et al.

Field et al

(1978) found poorer fine-motor control in

their preterm samples in early infancy and toddlerhood.
al.

(1978) noted

a

a

Caputo et

series of performance difficulties suggestive of

learning disabilities in middle childhood.

Future study will

determine whether the problems with language delays noted by Field et
al.

in their subjects at five years are associated with hearing

deficits or are more ideopathic to RDS groups in the absence of
hearing impairment.

Characterizations of the Environment

Mothers of the more compromised infants treated their babies
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differently than did mothers of
the LR infants.

In

general, .others

of the more compromised infants
were more often present in
the room,
kept their babies in close
physical

proximity, and allowed them less

floor freedom.

Although it appeared that fathers
were more involved

with the compromised infants, as
measured by their being present,

this difference was not statistically
reliable.
The increased maternal proximity
in MR and HR groups and the

increased contact among the HR group could
stem from

origins.

a

number of

Giving birth early and perhaps almost
losing the child

would be likely to leave the mother
more anxious and nervous in her

caregiving role, and lower her self-esteem
even when the danger of
the perinatal period had passed (Shea and
Tronick,

1982).

Thus the

maternal behavior could reflect over-compensation inspired
by fear of
losing the baby and by a decrease in maternal
confidence.
A second

interpretation is that something in the infant elicits

more involvement from mother.

This could be in the infant's

appearance, such as smaller stature or dolicocephalic shape of the
head, or in the infant's behavior.

maintenance-type caregiving,

a

High-risk infants received more

finding that is consistent with

report by Divitto and Goldberg (1979).

a

This group appeared literally

to require more frequent nutritional refueling, as if their metabo-

lisms worked faster and they were more readily fatigued during the

course of the visit.

The infants'

increased needs for maintenance

help to account for the increased contact mothers displayed.

Moderate-risk infants did not receive more caregiving. yet their
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mother maintained eye contact
and physical proximity at
levels that
.were comparable to HR infants'
mothers.
Data from the MR group suggests that increased caretaking
needs on the infant's part
are not
sufficient to explain mother's
behavior.
Mothers of the MR and HR

infants may not have allowed their
babies more floor freedcxn. because
their infants would not tolerate
separation. Such infants may not
have advanced sufficiently on an
emotional, cognitive, and/or motoric

basis to entertain themselves on the
floor.

Mothers of the HR

infants may have known that their babies
would cry more without
physical containment.
A third

explanation for the MR and HR mothers' increased

proximity is that they were on their best behavior
for the period of
observation, and made
examiners' benefit.

a

show of increased care and concern for the

As there was not special medical

attention given

to LR infants, mothers from this group might
presumably be more

relaxed in their caregiving.

It

should be noted in this context,

however, that mothers of the LR infants were equally concerned
that
their infants "do well on all the tests".

The pressure for

achievement was not limited to the compromised groups, but might have
been experienced more intensely by mothers with MR and HR infants.
In

contrast to observations made by Klaus and Kennell and other

investigators, we did not find that mothers of the more compromised
infants were less contingent or less positive in their interactions
with their babies.

The discrepancy might reflect

method of the current study,

2)

1)

weakness in

differences in the choice of
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dependent measures, or 3) cnanges
:>) chanap<=

m
-in

,^«»4.

postnatal medical practice that
4.

-,

have occurred over the past
decade.

Inter-rater reliabilities for the
Maternal Responsivity and
Affect scales were relatively weak
(see Method section).
It could be
that subtle differences between
groups in style of interacting were
missed because of an increase in
variance contributed by examiner
error.
The measures employed to describe
maternal behavior were not

identical to those used by other
investigators exploring the effects

of early contact and separation.

Ihis was due to our reluctance to

bring video equipment into the home,
which would have been necessary
to code the specific maternal behaviors
reported by Kennell and his

colleagues (1974) and by Field (1977).

The examiner ratings used in

the present investigation involved the
integration of observations of

the infant with observations of mother, and
judgements about whether

mother's behavior was appropriate for her particular infant.

The

system had the advantage of allowing the observers to rate

interactions as being appropriate or not, when the actual behaviors

may have looked very different between dyads.
mothers may not have spent

a

For example, some

large proportion of time en face with

their infants because the infants were overwhelmed by the demands of

face-to-face interaction and "did better" when allowed occasions to
avert their gaze.

Other mothers, whose infants were able to sustain

longer periods of alertness and focussed attention, would spend more
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tl.e e„ face.

Both sets of mothers
responded contingently to their
infants; yet their behavior
on a micro-analytic basis
.ight look
quite different.
The syste. thus avoided
the proble. Inherent In
some Of the early contact
and separation studies. In
which It was
inferred that an Interaction Is
less optimal If a specific
behavior
does not occur.
Our system suffers, however,
from a lack of descriptive value
that the specific content of
the Interactions were
not made explicit.

m

Leaving methodological differences
aside, it should be noted
that the infants in the current study
were born in

roughly
(1974).

a

1979 and 1980.

decade after the infants described by
Kennell et al
Policy of the Baystate Medical Center (BMC)
was to encourage

mother-infant contact soon after birth, and
neonatal intensive care
unit (NICU) staff nurses tried solicitously
to make mothers

comfortable during their initial visits with baby
in the unit.

The

Importance of early contact espoused by Klaus and
Kennell had been

clearly heard by hospital staff.

Additionally, the parents of the

more compromised infants were contacted by BMC's High-risk
Infant
Follow-up Team, which provided parents with medical and
developmental

guidance as well as emotional support during the postnatal period.
It

is possible that our sample represents a privileged
group of

mothers and infants, whose early separation was buffered by
permissive visiting policy and

Mother-Infant Transactions

a

supportive hospital staff.

a

Ill

we have seen that there
are

a

nu.ber of factors that could

account for .others'
differential treatment of the
.ore at-risk infants.
n.ese infants showed less
advanced development, including
neuromotor immaturity, but their
homeostatic functioning had improved. Within certain limits.

In

addition to their immaturity,

differences in the infant's physical
appearance and state might also
provide cues to the mother that her
infant was not ready for autonomy
and separation.

Mothers of preterm infants are likely
to have their

own set of issues in caring
for their babies.

We need to return to

what we know about the normative
process of negotiation between

mothers and infants to account for these
data.
In

the ontogenesis of the mother-infant
dyad, Mahler,

Pine and

Bergman (1975) and Sander C1962) describe
the period after birth as
the time when the infant sleeps

his/her physiological needs.

a

great deal and mother responds to

The task for the mother at this point

is to interpret the meaning of her
infant's cries and other signals

accurately (Sander,

1962).

As

the infant's alertness increases and

a

diurnal schedule is approximated, the dyad works to
establish

psychological oneness, or
Pine.

1975).

a

new union outside the womb (Mahler and

This period of symbiosis occurs between

It gives way to the period of practicing

3

and 6 months.

(6-10 months) in which the

infant begins to understand what is and what is not mother, moves
into the world of objects, and enjoys playing with issues of approach
and withdrawal, for example, in the form of peek-a-boo.

Mothers and infants from the HR and MR groups had endured
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separations of 5-10 wee.s in the
perinatal period, and the infants
spent that time in a fairly
uncontingent hospital environment.
Our
impression at the home visits was
that many of the mother-infant
pairs had just recently
"settled-in" to use Sander's term,
and were
.

enjoying sustained periods of
sleep at night for the first
time.
Mothers in this subgroup were
finally experiencing success at
reading
their infant's signals and in
helping the infant to self-regulate.
Many of the mother-infant dyads
gave the impression of having just

entered

a

period of symbiosis, with the infant's
age, from birth,

being as old as 7 months.

The symbiosis may have reflected
mother's

need to solidify her connection to the
infant as much as it reflected
a

biobehavioral shift on the part of the baby.

In

contrast, some of

the more advanced LR infants were beginning
their practicing phase,

as seen in their ability to entertain
themselves in autonomous

exploration of the environment for as much as 20
minutes at

a

time.

Why then did our measures of temperament and state
organization
fail to indicate that the HR infants were more
difficult?

Maternal

rating on the CITQ failed to indicate group differences in
easy

versus difficult temperament. "It could be that the CITQ is

appropriate for infants who are well established in the practicing
phase, but is not appropriate for less mature infants.

For example,

it may be difficult to judge whether the infant's approach to novel

situations is intense or more low-key when the infant has just begun

mastery of reaching and manipulating.

The Rothbart scales, which
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focus on 3leep/„ake pattern,
and physiological control
a. one aspect
Of temperament may have
been a more appropriate
meaure for this
sample (Rothbart, 1981:
7u
Rothhsrf and
=r,H n
notnoart
Derryberry, 1982)
I

»

,

Continuous monitoring of state
by the examiners also failed
to
indicate that the compromised
infants were more cranky and less
alert
than LR infants.

Recall that mother was at liberty
to structure her

baby's environment as she chose,
putting the infant down for

becoming fatigued.

a

l^is included holding, feeding,
or

nap when she sensed that the
infant was

A true test

of the hypothesis that the HR
and MR

infants would have less optimal
state organization would have
been
possible had we seen the infants in

a

standard setting for consistent

lengths of time, without mothers'
interventions.

Examiners often left visits with the
impression that the
compromised infants were more difficult to
care for.

In

this sample,

mothers over-compensated for the MR and HR
infants' increased needs,
by feeding, holding and remaining in
close proximity.

Mothers who

are unable to provide the extra care
or who are unsuccessful in their

efforts to maintain their infants would be
likely to rate their

babies as difficult.

Examiners found very few mothers like this in

the present sample.

The lack of difficult temperament among MR and HR infants
can
also be seen as an index of recovery.

If the

infants had overcome

the effects of perinatal insult, then their temperament

characteristics would reflect genetic endowment and not CNS insult.
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In the former =a3e,
one would expect a rando.
distribution of

temperament types across
groups, and outcome noted
CITQ data.
It

In the

present

is certainly our
impression that the infants looked
as good

as they did because they
received contingent, responsive
care from
their mothers.
A direction for the
future might be to rank infants

by their degree of recovery
and explore the relationship
between
improvement and the amount and
quality of maternal care.

The Problem of Prediction

Knowledge of behavior, measured by summary
factor scores and

a

priori cluster scores from the NBAS
and by response types to the

dishabituation stimulus, failed to add
explained variance associated with

5

a

significant portion of

1/2-month MDI.

therefore imply that we do not need to
perform
the at-risk newborn?

a

Does this

behavioral exam on

Before attempting to answer this question,

several methodological problems must be addressed,
as they pose

a

caveat in making inferences about these data.
The first methodological problem in the regression
was that of

multicolinearity.

The predictor variables - factor scores derived

from other samples using the NBAS

-were intercorrelated

,

suggesting

that the predictor variables did not represent orthogonal
dimensions

of newborn behavior (see Table 14).

As the

regression problem looks

for the unique contribution of each of the predictor variables,
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InUroorrelatlo„3 between predictors
win tend to dl.lnlsh the amount
added to the explained
variance relative to the
number of predictors
added to the prediction
equation. Were ,00 Infants
tested Instead of
«3,

It would have been
possible to generate a factor
structure from

the current preterm sample.

Although

a

number of Investigators have

used the NBAS With preterm
populations, they have not published

factor analyses of the exam,
to the best of my knowledge.

his colleagues (Lester, Emory,
Hoffman and Eltzman,
published a 3-factor solution of the
NBAS, using

sample of fullterm and preterm newborns.

a

Lester and

1976) have

heterogeneous

His data do not answer the

question, what are orthogonal dimensions
of preterm neonatal

behavior?
A second

problem was the relatively low number
of cases

available for the newborn to

5

1/2-month prediction.

This limited

the number of variables that could be
entertained in the regression

problem, and additionally, provided relatively
little power to detect
the differential impact of various newborn
variables upon

5

1/2-month

behavior.
In

spite of these caveats, it is interesting to note that

Brazelton factor scores together added nine percent additional
variance, while the response types added eight percent.
the period from birth to

5

Given that

1/2 months is better characterized as a

time of change rather than stability, the increment is not trivial.

With the methodological weaknesses inherent in the regression
problem, however, the question is worth addressing again, with

a
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larger sample and more
^- u
c-^f of
approDriat-P
HHfupriaLe set
predictor
variables.
,v

Use of Behavioral Exams for
Intervention
In

returning to the question,
does one need to do

a newb<
)orn

behavioral assessment of the at-risk
infant, one must first ask,
what
is the goal in performing the
exam? These data would indicate
that
using the NBAS or cardiac response
types for the purpose of

univariate prediction of later cognitive
outcome is likely not to be
very useful.
The behavioral measures simply
were not stable during
this period of early infancy.

Use of the exam to identify
current

deficits in neurological or in sensory/perceptual
functioning may be
more appropriate.
but to raise

a

In

this case the goal is not prediction per
se,

red flag to the practitioner and caregiver
about what

are likely to be problem areas for the infant.

Ihis approach,

identifying who is and who is not at-risk for
neurological
dysfunction, has been used with some success in
(Tronick and Brazelton,

a

medical setting

1975).

Use of predictor variables that include knowledge
of caregiver

characteristics in conjunction with newborn behavior is likely to be

more successful in explaining later outcome.

This sort of

investigation was not possible with the present small sample.
If, however, the goal

in

performing the NBAS is to facilitate

the mother's coming to know and appreciate her infant, then the time

spent doing the exam may have quite

a

large pay off in the long run.

Two separate investigators have used the NBAS for this purpose, with
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promising results.

Martin (1983) has found that
using the NBAS as

a

context for coaching the mother
about her preterm newborn's
abiliti es
was associated with greater en
face time in face-to-face play
at on e

month post term.

Nurcombe and his associates
(1983) have used the

NBAS to teach mothers about
their preterm infants' abilities
over the
first three months of life.
The coaching was associated with

increased maternal self-esteem at six
months and with increased
mental development in the infants at two
years.

Ultimately, the best resource for an infant
born at-risk is

a

contingently responsive mother who can attend
to her infant's
particular needs and allow the process of
individuation to occur.

We

have seen in this sample that the process
is more disrupted when

birth is preterm, the infant's life is in danger,
long separations
occur, and the infant's development is delayed.

Nonetheless, mothers

made adjustments and infants, for the most part, did recover.

Recent

research is supporting notions provided by our theories, that
support
to the mother-infant dyad in negotiating their early
relationship is

likely to provide the most positive prognostic outcome.

Concluding Remarks

Although measures of temperament and state failed to indicate
group differences, for the reasons outlined earlier, one is still
impressed after doing this study by the centrality of self-regulation
as a developmental issue for these infants.

The regulation of

arousal is thought to be
learned by the infant within
the caregiver's
supportive envelope (Brazelton,
1982; Brazelton. Kozlowski.
and Main,
1974; Emde. Gaensbauer and Harmon,

1976).

Presumably such an

organizational capacity is gradually
internalized and applied to
settings Where the caregiver is
not present.
Preterm neonates, par-

ticularly When they have been ill.
have difficulty with state
regulation and processing stimulation,
showing
of responsivity (Krafchuk, et al

.

,

1983).

a

paradoxical pattern

These characteristics of

the infant point to the difficulties
his/her caregiver is likely to

have in reading the infant's cues,
responding appropriately, and

deriving some reciprocal enjoyment from
the interaction.

Data from

the present study suggest that some
of the mother-infant pairs

experienced real difficulties in this area.

The dyads looked quite

good when observed, but mother's reports and
examiners' observations

indicated that it took some extra effort on mother's
part to become
successful in establishing early reciprocity and in
helping the
infant establish self-regulation.
It

is likely that styles of reactivity develop from
a genetic

predisposition that interacts with perinatal experience, illness,
maturation, and quality of support from the caregivers.

One could

speculate that individual differences in reactivity and styles developed in acquiring inhibitory control have important impact upon the

individual's subsequent ease or dis-ease

in

the expression and

regulation of affect, the tendency to internalize or externalize
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emotion, and the ability to
selectively attend to features
of the
environment.
Data from the present study
Indicate that early behavioral

patterns certainly do not determine
later behavior.

The

blobehavloral shifts Inspired by
maturation and facilitated or
supported by the environment allow
for transformations of behavior,
making the task of prediction a
difficult one, but allowing, within
limits, for recovery and improved
adaptation that go beyond previous
limitations.

FOOTNOTES
[1] Conoeptional

age refers to jestational
age plus ti™e elapsed

since birth.
C2] The preterm newborn is
usually hospitalized until his
medical

problems have resolved and weight
has reached

5

pounds.

For many

infants, this is accomplished
by the time the infant is
36-38 weeks
conoeptional age.
[3] The criteria used to establish the value
of the "peak response"
in the present study corresponded
directly to Clifton and Graham's

(1968) "unadjusted individual peak."

The value is determined by

noting the "peak second" in which cardiac
rate is highest during an

acceleratory wave, that begins within three
seconds of stimulus onset
and ends when heart rate has decreased
for two one-second epochs,

returning below prestimulus levels or reversing
direction.

"Peak

response" is the difference between the heart rate
at peak second and
heart rate in the second preceding stimulus onset.
[4] The 85 dB series was used

for a comparison of rattle trials

because HR newborns were relatively more responsive to this
series
than to the 75 dB stimuli.

The series first administered, of either

rattle intensity, was used for the dishabituation trial comparison

because all newborn groups reliably responded, and because the HR
infants' responses changed with successive testing sessions, becoming

more "normal" with repeated testing.

Thus, the testing session

offering maximum contrast between the groups was chosen for
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comparison with

5

1/2-month behavior
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APPENDIX A
TABLE 15

OBSTETRIC (OCS) AND POSTNATAL
(PCS) COMPLICATIONS

OCS

PCS

Low-risk

Moderate-risk

High-risk

Mean
SD

104.22
13.36

83.08
4.73

82.00
7.25

Mean
SD

123.39
29.68

86.00
1.48

73.08
8.90

104. 17

83.62

11.04

6. 18

Total Mean
SD

1
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78. 17

4.22

APPENDIX B
RATING SCALES OF MATERNAL AFFECT
AND RESPONSIVITY

designed to capture the degree to
'
wMnh"!''''.^^
!'°^'?^^^"t^g--tes feedback from the infant
into the ongoing
now of
'^'''^'^ ^ -^^^
'
''''''
e
interaction with thr''?"\
[iteractLrwith
the infant is more self-directed,
while a high score

Identified Scale Points:
Mother

1)
completely neglects infant's cues for attention,
and acts
in a manner not contingent upon state
or signal given by the infant.

Mother again acts in a non-contingent fashion,
3)
but not to as
great a degree as in the first category.
Actions may be in response
to state of the infant, but patterns
of interaction are not derived
from feedback from the infant.

Mother acts in a fairly contingent manner,
5)
at times adjusting her
style of interaction to suit needs of the
infant, although some
instances of non-contingent behavior are still
present.
These may
include some stereotypic responses in similar
situations.
Mother seems to be fairly well in tune with cues and
wants of the
infant, and responds in a contingent manner, however,
timing and
intensity of interaction may still lack sensitivity to input of
the
infant.
7)

Mother is extremely sensitive in picking up and responding to
9)
cues or signals given by the infant.
Interactions are generally
positive, with pacing which allows time for the infant to respond and
mother to monitor response.

Affect
This scale is designed to measure the quality of affective
energy the mother directs toward the infant. A very animated,
playful mother would receive a high score, whereas a flat,
emotionally subdued mother would tend to receive a low score.
.

Identified Scale Points:
Mother usually displays no positive affect toward the infant.
1)
She may use adult narrative and tone in addressing the infant, or may
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speak only to the experimenter
while handling the infant.
Mother is for the most nari- n ^i- ^ u-^-^.
3)
When interacting with T^lMV^'lll
"Sfsl ;"a!l °^rl:ht1n%°:nf
becomes positive, possibly during
play episodes.

durinT^he visi^'but'eLf h''''=
°'
to la^k ::i;;a:i:; or'™crpo':?ti::Vrf::?!=

—1

"mes

''"^ht when interacting
With
the infant, but has occasional
3ith"?Se'infanr'"h!;t'H"'°'*
periods of low or flat affect.

?LhI!°J^?r
infant!

'

"^"'^^ positive towards the infant, playing
""""'"^ interactions w?th ihe
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APPENDIX

C

BEHAVIORS RATED DURING THE OBJECT
EXPLORATION TASK
(from Collard, I971
Response to Toy

Author

Age of Appearance

Buehler

5

months

Gesell

4

months (ring)
months (cube and bell)
months

Primarily looking at
toy while holding
it

Mouthing toy

6

Shirley

5

Scratching toy

Shirley

4. 5

Transferring toy

Cattell
Shirley
Gesell

7

Gesell

7 months

Gesell
Cattell

7 months

Cattell

U

5
6

months

months
months
months

Turning toy over
while transferring
it

Banging toy on table

Waving toy

Shirley
Gesell
Patting toy

8

months

months (ratle)
7 months (onion skin paper)
6 months (bell)
10 months

Gesell
Shirley

5

Gesell

Crude release: 10 months
Skilled release: 12 months

Cattell
Gesell
Shirley

10 months
10 months

Gesell

12 months (cube)

7

months (bottle)
months

Rubbing toy on table

Grasping and releasing
toy

Fingering toy with
index finger

Pushing toy on table
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10

months

Pushing or dropping toy
over edge of table

Gesell

12 „„„ths

Playful carting of toy

Gesell

15 months

APPENDIX D
SCALES OF INFANT MOOD AND
REACTIVITY

fusses a greaJ deal to !
and contented for i;st°o?

M.h

" '

ITtTZ"

""""^

^"

"

"

that

Identified Scale Points:

Infant is fussy and irritable
1)
during the visit
require much attention to remain
organized
"^^^^ '^^^^^^

aduU?^^"^

;.nH

<,«omc f«

requiring comfort from an

^'^^^^
either a positive or
"°
nL.J"^'"^-^''?^'^'
negative direction, and is generally
quiet and not fussing.
Infant
may become positive or negative on
one or two occasions, but these
displays seem atypical of the infant's
overall disposition.
7)

Infant fusses

a

few times, and is otherwise in a
positive state.

Infant is in a positive state when awake.
9)
or play by him/herself.

He or she may babble

Infant Reactivity.
This scale is designed to yield a measure of how
the infant reponds to varying amounts of
environmental input.
An
infant that is upset by any stimulation would receive
a low score,
and conversely, an infant that responds positively
to most stimuli
would receive a high score.

Identified Scale Points:

Many typical environmental inputs elicit a negative reponse
1)
from
the infant.
These include not only loud noises (vacuum, dropped pot)
or sudden quick movements, but also less intense stimuli such as
a
ringing telephone, or an adjustment of position.

Although loud noises or abrupt changes still upset the infant and
3)
cause him/her to fuss or cry, he/she is able to remain stable in the
face of less intense stimuli or change.
5)

Environmental input seems not to have any great impact on the
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state of the infant.

""""^

in a positive fashion!

The infant responds is
9)
regardless of intensity.

a

responded to

oositivp f^^shion
fa<!h4«« 4.^
P^^^^^^^
to environmental input,
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APPENDIX

E

^^OTIO^AL, NEUROMOTOR AND
''''''lT^?NT?oMfr°'oon'
ATTENTIONAL PROCESSES IN FOUR
INFANTS

//1

8.

(LR) Tabatha appears to be

a

very happy baby who literally

attacks toys, the living room,
and so on.

She plays intensely with

positive affect and sustained
attention until it is time for eating,
Whereupon she fusses, eats. naps, and
wakes up 30-40 minutes later to
begin again.

She shows smooth coordination
of fine and gross

muscles, and her body has bounce
(optimal tone).

awake and positive for an hour at

#22.

features.

a

She is generally

time.

(MR) Christopher is small and
petite with attractive
He was somewhat inhibited during
testing, apparently

feeling shy in front of strangers.

This negatively influenced his

Bayley score as he failed to vocalize during the
testing.

He is com-

pelled by the Bayley toys; upon presentation of an object

Christopher's respiration increases, salivation begins and his

movements become jerky.

He is easily frustrated

in his eagerness to

engage with the presented object and at times he became quite
fussy.
We had to interrupt testing one time for feeding, but apparently
this

coincided with his regular feeding schedule.

On other

occasions he

was able to recover and return to the testing, which he completed.
His body has bounce.

Mother reports that he used to be much more

rigid and tense, particularly one month ago when he was very colicky.
He resisted being handled for the motor items.
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He was quite
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reactive, readily noticed
changes in testing materials,
and at times
he Showed partial startles.
His gross motor coordination
was

relatively smooth; fine motor
coordination was on the poor
side.

m,

(HR) Jarrett appears to
be sociable, expresses
pleasure in

his accomplishments, and shows
good eye contact.

His motor control

is jerky at times, although he
does not startle easily.

His body is

tense about half the time; at times
it is difficult to get him
to sit
because his body becomes hypertonic
and he arches his back.
Gross

motor movements are unremarkable,
neither smooth nor poor; fine motor

movements are on the poor side.

mn.

(HR) Sheila was difficult to work
with.

We had to take

many pauses for feeding because she became
so disorganized
course of testing.

in the

Her eye contact is unusual: she shows much
gaze

aversion and looks at one's hairline rather than
one's eyes.

became more apparent as she grew fatigued
with testing.

This

She shows

tremor of her head when moving it laterally and her arm
movements are
jerky, especially when attempting to reach.

Her body was tense more

than half the time and she startled easily, even to
the refrigerator

going on.

In rest,

away from her body.

her arms were almost always extended laterally

Gross motor movements were unremarkable although

limited in the variety displayed; fine motor coordination was poor.
The Bayley exam was done after a nap and the baby fell asleep

immediately afterwards.

